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ABSTRACT 
"'""'.

The subject of the thesis Ís classical meson

theory. The purpose in writing this thesis was to presenf

meson theory from an elêmentary point. of viewr a pOint ,r ,,,

of view vùrich could be understood by students in physics " i' '

i t''¡...-1,,.,'

not familiar with quantum field theory. Thus the develop- ¡;,';,1,1','

ment of the meson field equations is carried through by

analogy v,rith familiar classical fields ' such as the electro-

magnetie fie1d. The various fornrulations of meson field

theory are considered: Scalar, pseudo-scalarr vecüorr and

pseud.o-VeCtorr The charged and symmetric meson theories 
i

are introd.uced by regard.ing the isotopic spin of a nucleon 
:

as a classical vector in an abstract charge spâcêr' ,'

A sufficient background is developed to enable
,. ri.: :.r'ì:.

the reader to follow the analysis of several interesti.ng i.¡"'"
.. ..:

. I..

problems in meson physies. the questi.ons of nuclear forcesr ,', ,,

the structure of the deuberonr meson production in nucleon-

nucleon and photon-nucleon collisionsr meson scattering by

nucleons, are treated by applications of the classical theoryr' .r,-.,¡,.i

Finally the crassicar resul-ts are compared h.ith iìii:ii;

quantum mechani.cs and with experiment.'

l.:r Lrì :Ì
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1. INTROÐUCTION;

The mesons we shal-l be mainl-y concerned with are

the 7t -mesons, believed to be responsible for the 
,,,,.,,,,,

specific nuclear interactions. Iüe assume the reader is

farniliar with the early historical d.evelopment of meson

theory. Hideki Yukawal was Lhe first to sqggest that nuclear 
j.:.:::

forces might be explained by.a fiel-d theory similar to 
, 

'l'.

electromagnetic theory. Because of the short range nature 
,,1,,.,

of nuclear forces, Yukawa found it necessa-ry to associate

w'ith his f ield, particles of f inite nass interrnedia-te between

that of the proton and electron. He was thus able to predict

the existence and mass of a hitherto unobserved elementary

particle, the ft€soll. Several years after the publication of 
:

Yukawa|sfj.rstpaperonmesontheory'apartic1eofapproxim-
ately the correct mass uas di-scovered as a constituent of

t
cosmic rays¿. It was subsequently demonsÈrated that this

particl-e, later called the g-mesoR, interacted only weakly ,,,:

l. Hideki Yukar,rra: t0n the Interaction of Elementary

Particles, Jt ProceedÍngs of the Physico-l{athematical

society of Japan (Z) , 17 t ll$ (t925). Reprinted in
tpoundations of NucLear Physicsr ¡ Dover I L9l+9,

2, First observed by Neddermeyer, Anderson ¡%9) and

independently by Blackett, Wilson (Lg3g),

; ::.:';¡:¡¡ì



v{ith nucleons. Hovrever¡ further research3 lrrr"orr"red the

presence of yet another meson j.n eosmic rays. This latter

meson, the E -tnesonr dÍd in fact seem to possess the proper-

ties of Yukawats field particlesr'

Present day meson Èheory is based on the fonnalisn

of quantum field theory. lt Ís felü that many physicists

possess insufficient nathenatical backgrouad Ëo permit then

to follow the rather complieated structure of meson theory,

but are otherwise quite capable of grasping the physics in-

volved. Perhaps, then, there is a need for an introductoryr

elassieal theory of mesons - a classical theory wtrÍch eould

provide a basfs for the reading of current literature on

experimental teson physics. It is true that there are

present in the literature many elassical or seml-classical

treatments of problems in meson physÍcs'' However, nowtrere

d.oes there exisü a unlfied account of meson theory from an

elementary point of view.'

It Ís our purpose to discuss the classical field

theory for the î8, -flesorle itle begin by establlshÍng the

defining equati.ons for the various types of meson fields'"

scalarr pseudo-sealar, vectorr Psêudo-v€ctorr This is

accomplished by consÍdering well hnown olassical fields as

analogies¡ the source terms of the meson field being patterned

9'' Powell et alr ât Bristol , (lgt+7ll¡
': :1.¡
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after the source terms of the eleetrostaticl l[âgnetostatict

and, electromagnetic fields. thus, just as one regards the

electrostatic field as arising from a distribution of

electrj.c charge, so must one regard the meson field as

arising from a distribution of nuclear matter.

By interpreting the meson as a field partiele rve

find it possible to i.ntroduce eleetrie charge into the meson

f ield, and. hence to set up the synmêtr5.c forrnulation of

meson physicso, It is in terms of this symmetric theory

that we are able to discuss many interesting problems in

meson physics. A solution of the static, symmetri.cr meson

" fieLd equations makes possible a d^iscussion of nuclear

forces, and in addítion yields a rather crude explanation

of meson prod,uction in nucleon-aucLeon collisions.

within bhe classical framework, we also eonsider

the seattering of mesons by nucleons and the production of

mesons in photon-nucleon collisionso'

Finally the results of the applications of our

classical meson theory are compared with quantun theory and

I¡ñith ercperiment. The latter comparison is carried out to

nake the reader av¡are of the strengths and weaknesses of

present day meson theorYr'



2. FORMALTSMs FIEID EQUATIONS FOR MESON FTEI,D

2.L Scalar Meson FÍeld.

lfe have indicated that our purpose is to treat
meson theory in a classi cal or semi-classical- fashion. In

doing so we urill discuss two maÍn formula-tions: firsü a

scalar, and then a vector development of the meson fie1d.

l$e shall begin by considering the sinpler of the two treat*
ments, the scalar theory. One ne+*ld say5that a physical

t5field isas scalar in nature r if it is possible to completely .:,,:,,,.,

describe the field by speeifying the value of a scalar þC\t>
at an arbitrary space-time point {F,t}.' Associaüed with

thÍs fÍeld # are iÈs sources, which may be glven as definite
functions S{i,t'} of time and positionl. The manner in which

the sourees 5 give rise to the field # Ís summed up in

a field equation

tJ(f,ùþC7,t) = 5rl*,É) (1)

where t is a multiplicative and.'differential operatorr

Our problen w-ith regard to the meson

field # Ís to choose appropriate functions charaeteristic

of the nuclear sources for the field, and to relate these

sourees urith þ through a set of field equationsc'

It will be instruetíve üo consider a familiar

scalar fie1d, the classical electrostatle field arising from

I

lo' In such case one Ígnores the reaction of the field
on its sourcee 5 .'
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a stationary distribution of electric charge. Let us suppose

that in some region of space the field ls described by t,he

function -//G)and. the charge distribution by a density e{f) ¡- -¿q
Then, it is well knor,ur¡ that the behaviour of ftr*swiIl be

I, governed by the Poisson equation

, V'^1, = - Fq el
(units chosen so dÍelecüric constanü = íEI

, Ot this point one often consÍders the force

exerted, oR an elementary volume ( dî.f) of charge, thereby

introducing the notion of a field intensity. The force on

d¡¡ will be
.-.Þ :-Þdf = çp+c{lï} E ß)- ,'I

where the field intensity is defined as

i= vy
fn terus of f it is possible üo replace the single second 

,;i:::r

order field equatíon (2't by a pair of first ord.er equationsr. :'" 
¡:1

:: : -...

+ ,'-t,tt','
The first of these ls the defining equation (b) for E r ând, " 

"
the second ls obtained by substituËion from (4) into (2)"'

The result fs Y.E = F*

We are ln particular j.nteresüed in eomputiag the

field d.ue to a single charged particle situated say at i = O .i

Such a charge distribution would be described by a density

(¿l)

(5)

8= A 5(ì) (6) ,:¡'*
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wlrere q is the charge on the particle and. 6,:Ð is the

Dirac delta function. Now a general solution of the Poi.sson

equation (Z) may be obtained .by . Greenrs method. One uses

the Greents function

and obtains

-g"Ë ) : *!- { g* {i,) :42.r'' *t^J - lãryT n')

The field aü F ¿uå to a single,particle at the origin
ühen 1s

Y .È\ ntP j' l#_
4øY

(8)

One notes that Èhough the field ftfltn (S) ap-

proaehes zero as distance from the source i.ncreases, the

faII off is rather gradualo' For our present work, thi.s is
an important pof.nt. E:cperinents have shoy'¡n that perhaps the

main feature of specifÍc nuclear forces is their very short
l-range*. If then one is to develop a meson theory eapable of

explainÍng nuclear forces, one must ineorporate in such a

theory the short range nature of these forces.

This may be aeeomplished by selecting for the meson

field a proper wave equati-on. One simple generalization of

@*È-haÈ -" nu ele a-r--Serpees-*êe&effi"'ite"*Èhe*sea:te*ot dte
nueleus-*eo en*o

Sånee the nuelear-ra&Ír¡s--*O:Ð- *tr . rttA'= t
'.^,.¿g:8=-*emÕ r'€ne'.'s'eeo -Ëhåü Ëhe nus+ea* fer@ee Í)e€6esra

mreh-'.--sho:rt-effi i&gtu



the PolssoR equation (Z) v,¡trich will define a field, ø r of
I

definiüe range is the followingl:

(v'- K" ) S eË: = F* {P}
(. tf" is some constant of d.inensions (fengtrr)-I)

(e)

For suppose one seeks the solution of (9) corresponding to a

- point souree¡ i.ê.
,.1, ,-,,..,,

& {F} " # {tF} (loa) '""':)':'

- , 
t,-, 

,i

g beÍng some congtant whose nature we leave unspeelfied at ""'" 
'

the momento'

A general solr¿tion of (91 is obtalned through use

of a Greenrs Function

p- R/F-F'ivffi;7
The result ls

.t .4\p uf -) = -¿ { p f F,3 e-æfrn-f'f d.$, (lob)
4)C .t ¿Ta \ - 

if:f;î*
and the choice Jü 2 I 5 (F) leads to a field

ú.i)= --? e-/(r
4zT

It is immediately evident that the field deseribed by equation

(11) will fall off far more rapidly for large f than rrÉ11 " ,

the coulomb field ( I ). One can in facË associate with the

1o The sÍgn of p Ín the equation (9) is opposite to that of
oTL

Ñ"^ Ín the electrostatÍc field equation. The reason for,ln
!

this is that we w'ish to abide by standard convenËion for
meson notation. The same questíon arises with referenee üs

ühe meson field intensityr'

(11)



field (ff) a characteristlc range * ci

If one takes for * a value in agreeruent with the experi'

mentally determined range of nuclear forces, then perhaps

equation (9) may be used as a basis for a scalar meson theoryc'
,;:'-1,';-1:11':a,

: .t.. :. :. :

By analogy with the coulomb'. field¡ the source

functlon P i.Ðfor the meson field w:ill be taken as a density
t vë

d X/Q,,

of nuelear source mâtefiaLr !{e shall in fact set ,A*e'-¿y :::,,:-,:,

v*rere pt{) j.s to be Ëhe number of nuclear particles per r¡nit ":'"'."¡':,'¡:r

volu.meo, This would. inply that we attribute to each nucleon¡ :"t.,i;.'.,,1t,;,'-

rnrhether proton or neutronr a mesi.c c]narge & c' In ühis re.'

spect the neson field wou1d, seem to parallel the gravitational

field more closely than the electrostatic field c hIê have only

one type of nesic ehargec'

Equation (11) w:ill then give the field due to a

single nucleo'no'

WemayfÍxtheunitsof&byconsideringthe
Ênergy possessed by a nucleon placed in an external meson

field. In eleetrostatics a charge A placed in an external ..::,::,,,:,,.;

field l} possesses energy eY' c' Similarly¡ $Ie shall take
I

as the energy of a nuclear particle plaeed in a meson field

# , rhe quantíüy #P .Clearly then r-áW%.s to have
I

the dlmensions of energyr and # those of an electric

chargec'

It is also possible to introduee in meson field
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theory an intensity defined bY

(:-zl

Substitution into (9) then yíe1ds

-"lt
7L = v#

(r¡ )

The equation (g) or the pair of equations (fe) and (f¡) may

be taken as definÍng equations for the sealar meson field.' 
', ,,. ,' 

,

Actually sueh equations describe a rather limited field # , " "'
'..:'",_ 

1 t' :l

1n fact a static field. One would like üo be able to discuss r.'':.,ri'",i','

time varying fields arÍsing from a movlng dÍsÈrlbution of

nuclear matter. l{e shall demand that the strueture of any

time dependent meson theory be in conformity with the re-
quirements of speeial relativity, i.êo'we ask that the field

equations be Lorentz i.nvarÍant.1

lfe achieve a relatívÍstic generalfzation of (g) or

(1e)'an¿ (f¡) by replacing all J-dimensÍonal quantÍties by

corresponding le-dimensional quantities. Sueh a transformatÍon ,ll. :,,

may be deseribed by the folLowing seheme:

# cF; aè #i fro3,/

/, t ?- .ì 4 ¡{rr: 
=

_.d{*Ìñ'\
I Å., , Å'.{ }

V'ff -'=-* v'Ê - 4 2&" = æo htÚ at
Finally 'se must obtaln a repl.aaement for the nuclear density

p(i). This is most readÍly done by inËrod.ucing a velocity

field fjf,ü to d.eseribe the floþr of nuclear matter. lfe

v.î " &'p ".*Ê{?}

Ie' See Appendix A'
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yreüld refer to i= Pi as a current density for
l_-

and re+rld then combine ,f , 
"fr 

to form a &-cr¡rrent

The rnagnitude of this [-cr¡ment r¡Iould be given by

lulu = -r'.P=t t-zr)þ)
Henee it would follow

this flow,

(a)

(b)...... (rl)

(c)

becomes

notation

(a)
...... (r5)

(u)

single wave

F
\

I

4p

{

6 a {S'yÅ'

is a lr-scalar or invariant.

For the sratic field -?/-+o 1 and /ffi 4 F
C1early then /-Jø provides us wlth a suitable

generalization of 
"p 

.'

The ti¡ae d,ependent meson field equations r then r tâ¡r

be writüen down

î'= v*
f-u= J- Ú" e{. a*

?he LorenÈz lnvariance of the field eqqatíons

apparent if one makes use of the l*-di-mensional

X"' A'#

ÐtXv= /C'# *-#

Either setr(I4) or (15) r is equÍvalent to the

equation

r:'j#=Xf ffi" =

F= {w"
tJt= a¡¡.}.y i 'ço-!**,o

l..r- ::::'
', t.: -: .4...

{.ß' (ro)



He see

itself felt only

the scalar üerm

-11 p

thaü the presence

in the divergence

áø- --

of nuclear matter makes

equatÍ.on (15b), through

Ife refer to sueh a situation as a scalar eoupling of the meson

field to its sources. A vector coupling may be introduced,

by adding to è", f , in the definiüion of b * ¡ SOËlê

4*vector describing the nuclear soürcêso A rather obvÍous

choiee is the 4-s¿rrent & . we then might replace equation
(r5b) by

lrr= ð"#*ã.ri, (I5bt)

where #* Ís a coupling constanü. It vrrill now be shown

that the vector coupling conüribr¡tes nothing to the field
(ô Ò'

If we assume conservatlon of nuelear matter, then

the flow of such matter rnust obey a continuity equation

V.d+@= t
ðtt

Consider the ürave equation resulting frora both scalar and

vector coupling¡ i.ê. from equatÍon (15a) and, (t5Ut). This

viave equation w[Iï be

(16)

(ffi'-o*f =#rrry- #oãx&, (r7)
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The contrÍbution from veetor coupling vanishes by virtue of
ühe continuity equation (16). Hence we will not lose any of
Èhe physical contenË of our theory if we ignore the vector
coupling.

..,t,.,,,,-,.r,.

In later applications of meson theory we shall be

interested in'energy flow in the meson field. As a necessary

part of our forrnalism, thenr rrlê must consider ühe possibility 
,,;..,;,,1,,

of energy retention in the f ield, and of energy contribution to |'' ,'.r-1

, 
.t:::,;:,: .lthe field by its souree. We attempü to sun up such consid.era- 1',1..¡.,.,

tions in a continuity equation describing the transport of

energy by the field.

To fo¡rn this conti.nuity equation we examine the

vecËor

;=> 
- 

; 
-j 

.r- ìS e ? L*l Ê -þvp, t#= þ') (rs)
¿ , ðt 0 - r-Y,

We compute the divergence of ühis vector and. substitute from

the wave equation (Ln to obtain . .,
..,it:ì..

V.5"* 
=t-(H,) 

= -gtrrþ," (r9) .,, ,,,at ¿ .- :: '

where fi" = to"p"* j{r+)'*fr,f^
This latter equation (fg) is a continuity eqr:ation expressing ,,lir.*!i

the conservation of some physical entity eharaeteristie of the l"':'ai5

'.field W . To deduce the nature of this entity we exa.mine

the terrn - ä f p # utrich is elearly a source for this

;-i-j=- ;.:i':Ì
''_: l -..:.::
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field entity. By analogy r,rrith electrostatics we might attribute
an energy density A fff# to a distribution of nuclear
natter, p , Ímmersed in a meson field # . IÈ Ís ÈhenlÒ
reasonable to suppose åpr p represents the rate at w?rieh

the nuclear sourees eontribute energy to the meson fieldlo, this 'rr::

leads us to designate Ho as the energy density for the
meson field, and 5 as the energy current density..

''.i: '.'In quanüum nechanics one refers to g pp# as aR 
.

interactÍon energy density peculiar to the nuoreer so.urgês ¡ ,::::::j:

and vrrites the field energy density in ühe fornr

h-- i-{-*âftp*

l. Leü us suppose that the rneson fieLd Ís set up by a single
nucleon. We expect that there i.s a true energy eonservation 

1 ,,.- in the system nueleon plus meson field. Thus, by inte- , 
,l

grating Èhe right side of (19) over the nuclgar volume we ';'.,;

obËain as the time rate of change of the nucleon total
energy 'H

-q P þtf*,t\ i :.;i:':.::ì.

j i rrÌr 1-.:

( + t ß being evaluated at the nucleon position. ).,Ì
Now one has as a theorem in partiele meehanies c{W_ -ã{,æ- at

4_y =dt
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where W is the total energy or Hamiltonian for the
particle and L is its Lagrangi.an. rt i.s a si.mple matter

to compute the r,agrangian for the nucleon - one add,s üo the

free particre r,agrangian a contribution from the meson

fieldr êr interaction Lagrangian.

The relatívistie free parËicle Lagrangian is
Lo : - nf*f

M being the nucleon ßâss¡

uhile the i.nteraction tagrangian is

/-' = - {S p A Çp iar = å {â'P:f-p}, F = scË-fu

,¿,f";' '
voÍúwi,e

Hence the total nucleon tagrangian is

l: - (,Mc**gif 3ø
and, one finds 

.

#= SfrP{H,ù
{t{ç '

Thus energy conservation in the system nucleon plus meson

fieLd is guaranteed.

the facü ühat one has labelred q ñ p {} {i}t} as an

interaetion energy density mighË suggest the potential
energy of a nueleon Ín a meson f ield is r '¡-à \ãftf('^'ë)o'
Actually the üotal energy for the nucleon is

fr = Y'n #{ñ,*}
and. hence the nuel"oo $r"oti"f energy is @f|,r].r:5 fIn any case, the nucleon at resü in a scalar"field P
possesses an energy &#{f}n

i.': i:Ì-: -:l
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2.2 Pseudo-Scalar l¡ieson Field.

Suppose in place of electrostatics hre had selected

as a guiding analogy for meson theory the magneüic field set

up by magnetized materials. One generally pictures magnetic

materÍal as consisting of elementary magnetic dipol-es. The

resulü is that on a macroscopÍc level bhe rnaterial possesses

a net dipole moment per unit volurne, N(î) sâJro

The magnetie field intensity due to sueh a distri-
bution of magnetíc material is

. t, :r -.:
'.ì.'.: i:
': --:.. ì'r:.'.:
- ^ . .. 'j.ti .:.

ÊF, = -\7*(?) + frc?t (1)

(g)

where Y is to be consid.ered as a potentÍal for the mag-

netosüatie fieldo As a consequenee of the non-existence of
nagnetic monopoles one has

v-6=ú Q)

From (1) and. (ZI one could deduce as ùhe basic equaülon for
the magnetic field Y t

v-Y = v-l
lrle note that fl i.s not a true 3-vector. In fact, the

'¿ 
' 't L -ì- - i:;1'¡".''tit.:magnetic momenü t"'f is very si-milar to an angular momentum¡ i,..1.,,*;¡.

in that Íü possesses the properüies of a cross product of

two vectorso We suppose d , Ë are a paÍr of 3-ve"üors¡

and. we form the prod.uct Ê * Ë .' Then we consid.er â rêcr

flection of all three eo-ordinate axes used in representation i-:,.;.j,,i
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nsformation we find
-Ç{- :e

.{.-_-!Þ

, Q- x b from tne vectors sueh as {i ,

4)+of 6E and ô c' Under such a tra
passes over into -d , Ë ints
is wraffeeted.l It is this failure to transfom properly

under a reflection of axes that distinguishes pseudo-vectors

b

-j>&
ri-¡'b, while

such as

Êo

ff

In this sense a pseudo-scalar would be a sGâlarç

v¡hich changes sign under a complete reflectisn of the

co-ordifiate axesr'

We see ühen

possesg any meanlngt

and Y asapseudo

for the fÍeld equation (1) to
must be üaken as a pseudo-vector

that
--+
B

sCâlafr'

îIhy have vre used magnetostatics as an analogy for
ühe meson field? Prineipally because ïre are then able to

introducs the effecü of nuclear spin into our field equatioosr

lile generally associate with e lementary particles an intrÍnsÍc
angular momentum, urhieh we may say is d.ue to ühe spinning of

the particle about some axis2¡ lrle might expect the nucleon

spin to react on the meson field¡ i.ê., act as a source for
the meson field in the same fashion that elementary magnetic

dipoles act as sources for the magnetie field."

1.' One is of course referuing üo component representation of
-d'
ÇL , b ¡ i..ê. ¡ cartesian componenüs would change sign

undon reflection.

2o, In other words ro¡e intend, to treat spin as a classÍcal

vêCtof¡
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the spin we attribute to a nucleont being an angular

momentum, must be descrj-bed by a pseudo-vector. Hence if we

are to include spin interaction inour scalar meson theory we

must pass over to a pseud,o-scalar fornulatÍon. For the

source free pseudo-scalar theoryr it is clear that the fíeld
equatioas are identical- with those of scalar theory. Ïn ühe

statÍc case then, the field {tÐ and the intensity it rns

are related by

å
X':VQ

-i-t9'X , K-p

i - t .+E ' vPt lff
Ê.

"i!¿'i?i

( ¿a ) 
i.rt

(¿|b)

to couple the field q with its sources one

rcightintroduceinto(¿*a)apseudo-vectorandinto(au)a
pseudo-scaLarr In view of the non-exi.stence of magnetic mono-

po1es,howeVer,wesha11attempttod'eve1opapseudo-sea1ar

theory ignoring the pseudo-scalar eoupl-ingl. The only pseudo-

veetor that can be assoeiated with a nueleon is iüs intrinsie
spin j f+ .' ïtre then make use of the nuclear density ftiS to i'r,',

t. ..

form a spin density l p F ,' F is a unit veetor since ühe i,,r,

nucleon has snin { o

The field equations for static pseudo-scalar theory

then are j,,..;,:.f

i -:::'¡'

(tal

( 5b)-ât
V.ru = ll, pI

L' See Appendix Br,
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5 being a coupling constant r'r:it,h ühe dirnensions of an

electric charge..

' The next step in developing a pseud.o-sealar theory
is to generalize set (Sl so as to eneompass time-dependence. ,.,:,

onee again ïì¡e use speciar relativity as a guide for seleeting
source telrns. lüe seek a time eomponent for the spin density

1 A æ , and. f ind this to be I ed.il 1.
2 ë z¿ c. .:..,

The time d.epend,ent pseudo-scalar field equations 
,,,:'i:.;

have the form 
"'"":

f =vf *€.Fp ßa)K-J

X., = 1#*,JpFiF''r dG at ¡çÀ 
- 

(6U)

v.f *t,T¿= o-f (6c)

The uave equation equívalenü to set (6) is easily shor,' to be 
,,:,i.,.,:^r'-¡l-o=) É = -Í v-{ãF> - L_ * (pã #} e') , 'LLI

¡L - J /dcz aé, \*ú ,,,,,, 
,, 

I

one should poínt out that, although our treatment
seems to indicate time varying fields can arise only from

moving distributions of nuclear material, this need not be sor, 
i,.."i*rt is possible to have a time-varying field produeed, by pre- ::r:=1'rr;

cession of the spin vector of a nucleon at resto lÁIlth this in

Ic' See appendix A.'
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mind vrc nors deduce a continuity equation for energy in ühe

pseudo-scalar field, ignoring the velocity field i ., This
w tti
¡*€JJ not prove to be any real resËriction on our theory,
since in later applications we generally assune the nueleon to
possess infinite mass.,

The energy continuity equation is again obtained by

conrputing the divergenee of the vector

5 = _+v#

The result is

v. d r a_4" = Í. {F,vù p3tk/J
(e)

liIe interpret l-{n as an energy density, 5 as an energy

f1ux, for the meson fieId, Once again one might introduce an

interaction energy densiüy - ç tF, Op and take the meson
Rtt ,/

field energy d.ensiÈy as

l{= H;-tfil.,i¡'= ,tk-+^ , í("É). *1,*'- f"*d.of (1o) 
f,,,:

.''1, ,, ,

Since we have ignored, the nucleon yeloeÍly we can deduce the 
,,ì,,,,,

potential energy of a nucleon innersed in a pseudo-scalar

field * , from

^t 
{" P , --t \ -r\/- l-trþi#.vp)ÇtV (p) ,:,,,,Y- j ¡L' r

Partial integration yields

V= ¡ i çF'vf úvo ,.j -LJ
(tz)
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(i$e suppose q decreases sufficiently rapidly at large distances

from the nucreonr so that the surface integral vanisheso.)

Lr'êr ¡ (r¡)

2.3 Vector Meson Fie1dr' 
1,,.

:

I¡[e wish now to study a meson theory of slightly 
.,,,,

greater complexÍ.ty than that enrbodfed in the scalar field¡ 
;:r1::

One might refer to the sealar case as a one conponent fieldo
It should be possible to discuss fields in whieh the basfe

physical entities are expressed, in terms of several componeatsrr
:

rf, however, we desÍre our theory to be Lorentz invariant we

requirethatthesetofcomponentsforn,ingenera1,aLorentz
tensor¡ i.€. possess certain well defined transfonmation 

,

properties. As a possible exüension of the scalar theory we :

propose to establish a vector meson fÍeldI. lfe üake as a basis 
i,,,,,,

for this field the 4-vecüor * , which rüe may refer to as : :,,
:tt-t-t'

the vestor potential for the fieldJ '

¡r r á 4

V= l,í.Vf {tn,t)
i¿

on setti.ng p: 6:7-?*1

Once again it ü¡.i11 prove helpful to consider a
well kno¡¡n classical veetor field ¡ viz. the el-ectromagnetic

field.. one can define the electromagnetlc fleld in terms of
a [-veeÈor, A,, , which has as its spaÈial eomponent the

rnagnetic vector poüential A and as its time component

1r, First inveetigated: by Proca, J. Phys, Radium, f, 3l+Z 0%6).



the scalar potential + . fhe field intensities Ê and

B are d,erÍvable from Å, in the fashion,

--Ð , -+E '= - vØ-¿gr+

--Ð --Þ
ß = VXA

(a)

(b)

(a)

(u)

(¡)

(1) :,.

This latter pair of equati.ons is equivalent to the tr{axwell

equations

vxË *é uÆ = o (a)

¿t,' Y'ß = c)

To take account of the presence of sources of the

8.M.,field one introduces the field vectors i , 6 and

the matter equatlons

ê)
(u)

, Æ: = F*q*ff
--.ù = 

-+
D = E + qrr P

The vectors ñ and, I are descripüive of magnetic and.

electric materials. tr is in faet the nagnetie dipole

monent per unit volume , F the polarization or electric
dipole moment per unit volume.'

0f course, free eleetric charge exists and gives

rise to E.M. fields. The presenee of charge ís accounted
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(a)

(t*)

(u)

for in the field equations

--Þ -Jt

vx l-l ' +gP = zE{- 
"t 

a

-àtr'Ò = 4E

-r
(.!

t
J

.4, continuity equation for conservation of energy

in the E.M. field follows from the field equations (,Za) and

(¿+a). This conüinr¡ity eqr,lation takes on Ëhe form

v'ã*ë(/J)=-Ë'F (a) (5)
n*

where

S= e Ë.ff (u)
17{

and 
bd s {o(Ê'únãrt} (c)

There is no diffÍculty in interpreting the term
' --Ð --->
-8,í i.n (fa) as a loss of energy in the field due üo 

r;,.:,:,,,

Joule heating. Thus we wou1d, take N as the energy density :'
-, :.

and 5 as the energy flux in the E.M. fieldo' ':''

One might proceed. to compute vlave equations for ühe

E.M. potentials.' However, we have developed the E.M. field 
,;,,-,,

sufficiently far. : 1fe are now in a posítion to set down the -k r:¡ì:'¡'

field eo¡ations for a vector meson field.' Such a field r^riII

be def ined by a l¡-potenüia1 f" = 
(4", ¿ ú) and. trro
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sets of field vectors (F"A) an¿ (t,Vi. These rield
vectors are reLaÈed by matter equations for the meson f :-eldl

"+ -+
{J--= p+ ¡-l (a)

-.Ð -.-à ;t' (6)
V= Çt P (b)

, F are the sources of the field and. are representative

of the nuclear matter giving rise to th'e field. They are

related to the dipole characteristics of the nucleons.'

N

r-*+

One has as the defining equations for the set (F"ç)

F=vxî
r+
Ç = -vþ-iy

at

The latüer equati.ons nay be replaeed by

(u)

(a)

nl

(a) (8)

(u)

-+4

VxQ +4 9! . ô"at
-4V,F = ()

last pai.r of field equations are obtained through

introductlon of the rmesie charger density & and tmesic

charge t current density ,l* = ^P*# 
ci These equations are 3

vx ú t f= *rc*Ñ*åtr (a)
-a¿ (- 

(9)

v. ?* = -/k. # " Êr* (u)

1o, lfe use rationalized units for the meson fields''
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the reason for including terms proportional to the

potentiars in the equations (9) is that Íie wish to obtain

short range nuclear forces. This will become apparent when

we deduce u¡ave eQrlaüions for the potentials. Set (9) cor-
stitutes a significant departure from the l{axwell equations of :,.''",'

ele ctromagneüic theory.

Let us compuËe V. ffø) * 
É. *{ 

qe)' o We ::; :
::.' :.. :t.

find in thÍs fashion ';""r"."

i. .,:.--. ,-,:

-rJtâ# + v.Ã)* #f**¿v.î,)=* (ro) ¡.,i'.''';

Now if the flow of nuclear matter is to result neither in the

creaËion nor destruction of nucf.ear mesic charge, we must have

R* w..ffË ü (,,) ,

(11)

I¡Jhence it would follow ,

** 1w.Ã=o (re)

t;:r': : ..i' '

l:tt'i:'In discussing the electromagnetic field one could

have deduced a continuÍty equation similar to (11), buü the

Lorentz condition (fe) would, have been imposed as a supple-

mentary eondition. In fact the Lorentz condition is intro-
i duced. into electromagnetic theory in order üo obtain urave

equations for the potentials. In a vector neson theory (fe)

appears as a natural consequence of the conservation of

nuelear matËer, and of the existence of a characteristic rângêo

ir:::,r::- i:'



ivloreover, the potentials A , ó for the meson

field automatically satisfy the wave equations

-4+ VxN (13a )rapuax
4

V.P

ï*

(r¡u)

One notes that though the Maxwell equations (Z) and (¿*) for
the electromagnetic field can be formulated independent of

the electromagnetic potenüials, the same is noü true of the

corresponding vector meson equatÍons (8) and. (9). This night

suggest we ascribe to the meson poüentials somewù¡at more

physical reality than is ordinarily attributed to the eleetro-
magnetÍ.e potentials.

We would. like to obtain explieit expressÍons for
the vector eoupling source quantíties ( æ, , Ê ), and thetw

tensor coupling ( M , Þ* ) in terrus of nucLeon properties.

We have no trouble in seeing that reasonable choiees for the

vector coupling are

ui-ñ'-K*) + = - F*

<Jm ? grqæ (illa)

t-= &"P (r¿+u)

rr¡trere F#,r) is tft" familiar density for nuclear material¡

7 f f, r) is the velocity field for the flow of nuclear

maüter, uftile 9v is a coupling constant w-ith the dimensi.ons

of an electric chargee'

ir"::
l-
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+
Corresponding expressions for f"l , P are

by appealing to relativity. One also makes use of
--à

blance of f"l to a magnetic dipole moment density.

quote the results u¡hrich are deduced in Appendix A.

-)p =xr4--e t 7r

{;w"
Finally we derive a continuity equation for energy

in.the veetor meson fie1d,. ïf one eonsiders ff"{gu>'€'{f*-i
and then makes use of (ó)r nbl and. (fZ) one obtains 

'

v.s"* ä,H = -G'il"öt
where the energy flux

and the

H"

We note that the interaction energy density associated with

the nucleon sources is

tr

obtained

the f,êsêfir-

i¡le

(15a )

(r¡u)

'(16)

:7j¿!: ¡;,_+-.:¡!:j;:.r ¡-!¡¡!il. i -_t:tJ tijy, t-i,'i

--r\+ FF' \#,II

T t-w/*"
I

-€
\-/

l-g

/-+ --Þ ."+ ! \

o(Gxt"L * Aþrc')

l,.l:ì:Ir1

energy

1rLy-
2

density
-+a-*LF +

2

'+Z
K.' /\ + ¿ x"þ+ r

z

(17a)

".+ -t>v'P (lzb)4,F *L
z

"+ -t -ÐF* F'V

rß.Ê- yt"f
at at

(18)

+1.' q,
+
q

is the component of F paralle1 to

the Goraponent perpendicular to # d
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As a final possibilÍ.ty one rnight consid.er a pseudo-

vector meson fie1d, which differs from the vector field only

in its source terms. we r^¡:111, however, omit the pseud.o-

vector field from our discussions.

:

1...l .i.'-

li:.:.:
' :.4:l:: r :

t.
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3r' FORIvIALISM: PROPERTïES 0F lHE IvIESON FIELD.

3.I The Meson as a Field PartÍele.

In the introduction we ha* indicated ühat the

l.T .ûeson is a particle in some fashion related to nuclear

forcesr However, in our development of meson theory we

have employed only ühe concept of a field without once im-

plying that particles might be associated wÍth this field.
ïn a purely classical framework we could not bring in the

noüion of a field particle. Quantrr¡n mechanically, fiêLd

particles enter through a so-called quantisati-sn of the

fie1d" We intend to perform a erude quantísation of the

meson field - r*rich, despite its arbitrariness and inelegance

allows us to obtain considerable insight into the nature of

the fieldr'

Before continuing we night point out thaü there

exists a faniliar example of the sort of thing we are dis-
cussÍng ¡ lr'í2. the electronagnetie theory of lightr One

generally discusses physical optics in tems of a field
theory which has for its foundations the lvlaxwell equationso'

Yet one often iatroduees partieles, called photons, vrtrich

are supposed to be responsibLe for the propagation of energy

in the light fieldr'

As a basis for our quantisation of the meson field
vre sha1l use the De Broglie relat ions - wLth vthich ure assrrrue

the reader to be acquaintedr' De Broglie postulated that urith

:

l.i



any free naterial particle iü is possible to associate a
plane wave; the energy-nomentun f -veetor, ( Fré ),
for the parËicre being related Èo the propagation f -vector
( Ë , tg ) for the r¡eve in the fashion,

a

(1)

rttrere Ê is Planrxls constant Å, , divided by z 7E r:r

lle shall assume the converse of De Brogliers
hypothesis to be vaLid as wellr io€. !,¡"ith any vrave motion
hre can assoclaüe material particles.

consider now the vüave equation for the scalar meson

field in the absence of nucrear sourees (or the equation for
asingle component of the vecËoi fierd.) tr¡e partÍeles we

assoeiate with such a meson field will eorrespond to free
tilêsoosr The equaüion for the field is: .','"|.

:-:)

flf " - K*\ # = a (rzl 
,',:,t,,:,,',

lfe shall seek plane wave solutions of thisequation in the
form

þ: e,¿Ë.1 -¿¿ut * e-¿.(ã'i-ua¡t\ (¡)

such a ehoice for ú wirl be a valÍd sorution providedI

&)? ¿ er&'^ {- czÆz

I

þ = fr&

E = fr*¿

( tr ) i,,,



If the field (¡.) is to represent a meson of energy L; " has

and momentum F = *Ë, then we ¡nrill have

F e * 4=t = u*f- * *"{@\" (¡)

This latter equation is simply the relativistic relation

betr¡¡een energy and momentum for a free particle of rest

mass W" && o'
¿.¿

Our quantisation has not only introduced the meson

as a field particle, but has also related the rest mass of

the meson to the characteristic range of the meson field.
It was roughly in the above fashion that Ytr.kawa first

introduced meson theory, and predicted the existe.nce of the

tllêsoru He obtained, an estim te for the meson mass by

making use of the experimenüally known range for nuelear

forcesr'

By comparing the meson field wiöh the eleetromagneüic 
,

ield, one arrives at the conclusion that the partieles 
,-,,,,,,,

assocÍated with the field of short range are of non-zero rest t,, ,,' :: .r .

nE SS¡ The photons of the eleetromagnetíc f ield possess .': ' ,'

zero rest mq.ss l.fnile the sbatic electric fÍeId, which is i

l

proportional to -L for large distances from iüs sourcest

may be considered to be of infinj-te rângêr' ii, ,:..,

We would expect disturhances in the meson field to

be propagated w-ith finite velocity less ühan that of light (C, ).

i:,
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Thinking of these disturbances as streams of material par-
ticres one sees why their velscities should be less than c .
rn addiüion one would explain interactions between source

particles (nucleons) in terms of exehanges of field particles
(mesons). One nucleon may emit a meson uùrich is subsequently

absorbed by a second nuclêono, This results in an exehange of
momentum between the two nucleons - such an exchange rtould be

L
observed as an interac.tion force'.

3,12 Charge in the Meson Field.

E4perimentally one observes posÍttvely and nega-

Ëively charged as well as neutral mesons. Up till the

present stage we have discussed only the neutral fíe'I,ds -
1t wouldr therefore, be impossible to attribuËe a charge to
the field particles of the previous section. rn this sense

the meson field so far developed.resembles the electronagnetic
fierd. For photons are of course uncharged and the erectro-
magnetÍc fierd is a neutral field. rf our theory is to be

realistie we must i.n some fashion exüend. it to allow for
the retention and transfer of charge in the meson fierdr,

oa
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We cou1d, on a particle basÍs, explain the presence

of charge by admitting the following reactions:

neutron proton + rc'
proton *-:-=Þ neutron 4 ll rF 

,,, . ,

Thus the nucleons Ìüould act also as sources for the charge

appearing in the meson f ield. fÈ rÂrould then be natural 
:.r::,

to denand charge conservation for the entire system, nucleons ''.'1.'''¡,
-''ttt t'

plus meson field. We can incorporate such a eonservatÍon 
.,.,.,.._'''i

into our formalism Ëhrough a continuity equation. One could 
:'¡: ::

noË hope, however, to be abLe to define a charge density¡t
and a charge current density lq for so simple a field
as (say) tne scalar meson field we have so far developed*'

The standard procedure for introducing eharge into

a field is to al-Iow the field functions to be complex. (ft
has irnplicitly been assumed. that we ï,ere dealÍng with real

fields. ) For the scaLar field this is equivalenü to eorl-

sidering a pair of field functions - ürs would then be able

to assocíate positive and negative mesons with ühe fie1d.

Since, however, the meson field Ís to eontain neutral

particles as wellr wê shall consider a J-component lscalart
f ieldoi

ItIe might write the three components simply as

@, + z , ø) .r There would exist for each component a

wave equation:
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{n*- """> ** = ä "tr*ru "F&;
(6)

where u¡e distinguish between the components by rabelling the

coupring constants in the source terrns. ïIe have spliü the

l-atter terrns into a suanatloa over the contributions of the

separate nueleons..

,-,We shall assume that * , * d,eseribe the

charged meson field and Ó the neutral fierd., Hence wet3

shall attenpü to deduce a continuity equation for charge in
terms of ú and # c, ïie multiply the first of thelt lz

equations (,6) by þ" , the seccnd by # and. subtract
to obtain;

v [ó^vú, -w oú.]. 
ÊrÉ.{4 ú- f.f,) , # ptu'{w'#-ÉJ'#} ("7)

This latter equation (.71 is in the forri of a continuity
equation a wê shal-l assume the enüity vutrich it d.efines is 

,., ,.,, , ,:
:'t:;.:::.'.:_:'.:rithe charge in the scalar meson field. We shall in fact set 
1,,,r-,,,..
.:::'.: i:: -:. .

Pa "'é, ( tø, - *.* )

-+
Iw = €þ {#^ vþ, * #,vÉ,}

The factor €ø is a constant whose only purpose at this
point is to ensure that the physical units of p^ and i*

¿@
are correcto,

(8a)
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the source term

I e* F{*' (gÍ.' þ*^ * g,t} (g)

must then represent the rate at which charge is contrÍbuted 
,::, :,t:

per unit vol-ume to meson field by its nuclear sourcêso The :i:: '

contribution of a single nucleon ( ft- ) may be obtained by

int,egrating (9) throughout the vo}.¡ne contai.ned in any surface 
:,, ,

Q* "*"io"trrg this nucleon but excluding all othersr' ï¡Ie 
.:,..,:...,.

l

would then seË p{o, , 5t?- V; n; & being rhe 
;,,.i.iposition of ( ve ) w'ithin ff*, ¡ and would obtain as the

rate at vùrich (, r¿ ) supplies charge to the field¡

e" {g'i'4 r#r,*3 -ßy' # ñ,*}} (ro¡

Let us suppose Ç* is the charge on ( ¡¿ ) at any Ínstanü

t.,1henconservationofchargeinsystemnuc1eonsp1rrs
meson field is obt,ained by settlng

&"+ t/j"r= a (1r)
l::, :: : ';d4 d¿ 
.,,:,.....

The charged and neutral meson f ield ( I , **, #* ) 
' 
,..-

we have introd.uced might be referred to as a symmeüric scalar
1field-.'

1o' The sSmrmetric formulation was introduced and developed by irtifii
N. Kemner, Proc. cambridge PhiL. soc. jl+t i5l+¡ 1938.'

ø4"\ 
=d*
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It will be convenient to think of the three com-

ponent field as constituting a veetor in an abstraet spâce -
u.hich we may call charge space.

Ife shall wríte

* -: t#,,#,,#r) (tza)

and in additionl
- 

(.- "t

3u*'= { q{"t, r¿tn} nofut} \J -4, t {, ,#u 
' } (rzu)

Then the rÂ¡ave equatÍons brtll have the fo¡.m

{n"-*"}É=49(*t*á'tt (rs)

ït is interesring ro compure L É, C¡ s) f .,

One obtair¡s in Èhis fashion

(14)

tr,ro lfe have had. occasion to refer to three different types of ,.,:',1,1
t::: 1 l.- :j : :

space * ord.inarl 3-space,, l¡-dimensional space-tLme, and, 
l

Il'oI¡r3-dinensionalchargeSpâCêrThenotationemp1oyedin

thefirsttwoofthesehasbeenobvious.Toavoidconfusi.on
we shall introduce a somewhat different notation for charge |'i.'..¡':l.

spâceo In the latter we sha1l vrite vectors as Ç¿ ,
þ .. The scalar product !,,i11 be rqriÈten as ( g , Þ ) l

and the veetor product as L g, gl ¡{

,a
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01ear1y the l-component of this latter equation is icentical
ruith the eontinuity equation (7). We require then for
charge consefvation

. (r¿*) ,

Tfe will rurite for conveníence

4'{w} = *5r ,{w}

ì i , 1¡.,,

interpreting q as a mesÍc charge conmon to all nucleonse' ,.,j,,

It is beeause !{e associate the same mesic charge with each

of the fietds { þ, , #, ,ú. ) , rhar we refer ro our

theory as a synrmetric formulation.r

One fashion in vrhich charge eonservation may be

achieved, is to look on (14) as an equation of motion for
the vecüor Ltu) ri

tfe shall in fact set Q^- * iuu*'

or in effect

sÊ.'f
Wer.¡e¡+lõå+¡ce, Çn=dÍf (vUI isaneutront Çw"€ if
L v¡- | is a protonr ( € is the rnagnitude of the electronÍc
charge. ) One possibility r,rcu1d be to set

Tâ@= ¿ for (ut ) a proton

%[*'=-d for (W) aneutron

and, then to have

,;: :'

Q*= &vr{*t*U Trh constants (f¡) l'.l
':': : .'

fr e f"o r{ø11Vn = : Ê.-¡{ LZ'-'}
I&J

(r0¡ ,,,
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Whence the equation (14) becomes:

(L7)1<n: ; zÉa g [ ø,Ëi*,] az = 
T"_*¿È

One might then postulate that the motíon of v'\'¿'' in charge

: space is governed by the equatioa

g¿4} = 4s:*8 f, *,ytu'u} (r8)
*

' It is clear that (1S) predicts the magnitude of g&z\ to be

invariant. Tüe may then suppose Ztø\ is a unit vector thus

guaranteeing that the eharge on a nr¡cleon is never outsid.e

the range t -+ É . The motion of g{nl may be likened üo

a precession or spinning in charge spâceo' One refers to vinS

as the isotopÍc spin vector ( á -spin) of the nucleon ( ru Ir,
Olassically, E&7 must be allowed to take on all orientations

r in charge space - inplying that ,t* assumes all values be-

ì tween -I and l. Hence our classical plcture wouLd allow a nucleon

to exist in a state intermediate between proton and neutronr'

, One might then pÍcture the proton and neutron as different
states of a single particle, the tnucleont.'

Itie shall be interested in the energy density and

flux for the symmetric meson fieLd. These quanËities are ob-

taÍned simply by sumnation over the component fields ç r
-L*kilW , #3 C For exampler the energy flux density may

be written
2.¡å

f' s" */h r¡ j^
q" ! . P \,1/, VW*.J - ¿* ,ê{ t&

N"/
ô

o -{#,ró}

(18)

:::,{:
; l.h::'

.i:!:
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In a similar fashÍon one may obtain the potential

energy possessed by a nucleon in a symrnetric scalar field from

the result deduced in 2.1 for ühe neutral field¡

One finds thÍs potential energy is 
.,'.,:t.,..,,,,:,

{, ttz\ / 'r

V= 
"! 
(î;áfP:í&,r (eoa)

ì,.e.f= ãftT*tfr",ti) (zou) ;,,1',

3.'3 Plane Waves in the Syrnnetric Meson Field.

tet us now examine the structure of plane meson r4taves

in a symmetric theoryrt How is one to specify the charge on

the nesons associated r,ribh such wave$? h-e shalL find Ít
helpful to make use of the notation

(1a) 
r

i

t,

; ,.1..,:..(ro) '.',',',' .

Then one r¡et*}d find5from 3.'2(8)

Si¡oilarly the energy flux for charged mesons may be expressed

as

P,î = f:- (#-*- - # *" )
*þlq: þ {#-v#--*v#-S

V4
t<-

--Þ¡ls = - j t*"vþ_*4_v*_)



A plane meson wave wilL result rn¡hen one considers the meson

field at great distances from the nuclear sources. As r" ñH
sê€å earlier a meson field. 4 representing a plane hrave

t,¡i]l be required to satisfy the source free equation

(n'-*")po = û

One might then take

ú = ,re{*u-¿F'V (a some constant) (5)
/+

with the proviso

eJ" z/ca t

Ït is important to note that the disturbance represented by

+ will be damped out unless {ú2rt{ . This simply,r
means that the field particles asèociated with þ_ must

possess an energy , â ^s , greater than the rest energy of
the meson¡

The charge density and charge current density for
the plane v¡ave (S) are from (ZI

(n)

(6a)

( 6u)

The important point to note here is bhat both fg and, 4
are independent of time and positive. One might say þ_
is a plane hlave of positive mesons travellíng in the direction
of the vector F . Had we taken

1-à?? f /-\f+LÊ,1_.f
lh- îtÕ-ewvlV- t'Ltr- /tf Q)

,..:::r.,ii:j,r.¡!i' lìi ìr.:.,
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v¡e lÂIould have ob-,,ained a hlave of negative mesons travelling Ín
the E d.irection.'I

lfe have in 3,1 related to the field (5] particles
,Ñ . rn lighü of the results 

,,i

ín (6) we should wish to attribute to these particles a charge

f-Ú oi Sinilar1y the particles of the field (7) would possess

: â. charge - ê, ri these demand.s are not ind.epend.ent and as !ìre ,:,,.
lt,

shall show leacl to a specification of the constant €ø .i

We compute first the energy flux in the lyave (5)

from (¡). This will be

S- = la i" *:p (s)

, Since the energy of each meson in the wave ( il is fr,aS , it
follows that the particle flux is

' tg= {?-!lYtr* = tq-tÛ (e)

**> Ë
: But ühen if the charge per particle ís *€ r the charge f1r¡x

, 
*ust be

*--) '^ 'ÞìJq = e:l9JjÞ (ro)
Ë

Equating this latter result to that in (6U) r4re r'¡:itl have

: ¿6 = Ê,,/t . this specification of €6 followed from our- */ñ
wish to conform with the observed fact that a positively charged

E smeson bears the charge +€ d The â -spin equation of
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motlon 3.2(lÈ) now becomes

7

-4Lâ

14
*tt-

tlfqtffiE! {.J'/- U tÁn :L ¿ d-¿

3.4 Motion of fsotopic Spin - Specification of the
Neutron and Proton Statêsr

As a second example which Sfu later prove useful
sh¿ti

we wi{* consider the meson field generated by a certairr pf,ê;
:-

seribed moËion of the Z, -spin of a nucleond liüe shall assume

the nucleon is at rest. the à -spin ïdll be given by

E3 = constant

T* = E,+ iT, = T*a €¿tÐ Ê

Then the field t generated by t,r. satisfies¡

{tl'- &{"*} * = -# Y* ã{F}

and is easily found to be

(11)

(r)

(s)

(zI

trith

{ù> K.{

This field r¡rill represent a travelling hrave provided

. We have deliberately ehosen the solution of (Z)

in the form of a wave propagated in a direction outwards from

the nucleon souree, since hre are Ínterested in the energy and

eharge appearing in the far fie1d.. the energy (and similarly
the charge) is obtained by integrating ( f'¿]..i I over the

flff' ''n+' "' * " t
\f{Þ

Ltdßrã{.aRìí
,sil ,*^1,uos



sphere, hence it is necessary to compute

of first order in t c, One obtains
w^'

/Æl- ¡ o"å'-å

,/ä:_{!gt ", {* eû ,f-}* (¿*)
Aæ þ2

4
tn representing a unit vect,or in the radiated direction..

The racliation from the z -spin is clearly isotropic in
ordinary spâcêo ït' follows that the energy radiated per unit
tine by the nucleon is

surface of a large
--å
5 only to terrs

^2! Z

{-¡r:zi ù44
4rÆ

ïhe charge radiated in a similar time is

*gu tY-rv !^ u N
aw&

clearly both the radiated charge and energy lead to the same

number of particles emitted per unit tine,
,i¡ ê¡

^-z ¡* 'z4 {{*a{ f{-

-è

(51

(ó)

n)
qæÈ.

lüe conclude the meson field (¡) represents a spherical wave of
positive mesons travelling outwards from the nucleon soürcêr

ïn an analagous fashion the choice

.* * - i'u>*it : L*,>; t8)

would lead to a radiated field of negative üêsorrsr

PrevÍously we statedthat a given nucleon ( n'l üras

a proton if Tut") ,,tr/ ¡ â rreütron if ,u*3, -/ .' We t*i*t sh¡¡l

1::::'' rì
i 
,r!, -ì.ja..
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laüer find it necessary to relax this restriction somewhat,

and. permit the i Ëspin vectors of neutrons and protons to
possess 1, 2 componêrtsr Such a picüure of the nucleon would

in fact be closer to the quanturn mechanic al situabion. 'i{e

have denand.ed. gtw\ possess an invariant magnitude equal to

unity Ín order that the charge be conserved in the system

nucleon plus meson field, and also in order that the nucleon

never possess a charge greater than the electronic eharge 6
in magnitud,ec' Quantr¡m mechanically, the nagnitude of Ê@\

*+eß*å*?Hd t" be M d The eharge on rhe nucleon is srirl
determined by

8M, g (¡rrøet\
but the inclination of the à -spin vector to the 3-axÍs in
charge space can never be sueh as to make ffu*j t > t .; fn
factr if the nucleon is in a quantrrm staÈe definitely identl=
fiable as a proton or neutron state¡ then %*) = t / cì

The same situaüion exists quantum mechanically with
regard. to ord.inary or meehanieal spin¡ áæ r" I¡ie have implied

F t = J I while quanürrm mechanically the ordinary spin
4:,

operator has a magnitud. í t = # o, fn a few isolated cases

rtle w"ilI find that agreement is obbained between classieal and

quantum mechanieal results by taking F"= 3 Ín the

classieal formulaÈ isno,
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3.5 Symmetrie Pseudo-Scalar and Vector Theoriesr

A syrnmetric scalar neson theory has been esÈablishedr,

rt is possible to carry out a similar program for the pseude-

scalar and vector fÍelds. Most of ,:the formalism involved will
be identical with that for ühe scalar fÍeld. the only

differences will arise r¡rhen one eonsid.ers the rnotÍon of
.

Z -spin of nucleonsr'

(a) Pseudo-Scalar:

For reasons indicated in 2r.2 we ignore all but the

pseudo-vector coupli.ng in the pseudo-scalar theoryo Tfe have

then as the lÂIave equation for the neutral pseud.o-scalar field

(1)

A symnretri.c formulation is obtaÍned by introducing the

f -spi.n vector Ë¿*) for each nucleon, and by writÍng the

field as a veetor I = {#, , t*, úr } in charge spâcse; One
Obf,AfftS ¿' \r ' / rz- þ ú 2 r

rc{*&d-årær as uave equation for the symmetric pseudo-sealar

theory:

{t'-t<L) +

The charge continuity

V'e.'L*f,yj, *u;r

l¡Ie once again ïake the

u 
"ËuË"t 

of^u[.g g-$* t lt

- 7 -t{4,@

w

equation urilI

, {, l*XÉo Ie?' #nf¡ l-àY- f ê
tùa-,&Åø

charge on th

FÅr* Nso, Vütn)
t/d

be

(z)

€
{.
?L

e nucleon to be

1! 1i.- 1.i:tl¡:

¡'\,ê-?V* : 3 | t+
ä

: (¡a\ t (4)
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To obtain charge conservation we set

4"9* * {u, [#,{fij- f ñt*', vø*u,,{ r) = } (5tãt '4, ù-ã- -3 E /
¡/ VYL

nhere Vru is a region surror¡nding the nucleon ( n ) Uut,

exeluding all other nucleons. Partial integration yields the

follor^ring equation of motion for €.{*) z

t*'= * f æ'*,"vpÊ*É\0 d*7
trc

,
We might al-so list the energlr flux density for Pg-= - { 9,oú'3

Flnally we wish ts make noüe of the potential
energy possessed by a nucleon in a static, symmetric pseudo-

scalar fieldo This energy is obtained by a generalization

sf the result expressed tn 2.2(L3I and is

V= OT

(u) Vector¡

For each of the fierd veeüor components * = {i,,fi} i,:,r,,,.,:i.:
we introd,uce a vect o" #ù in charge spâcer rt will also ,t".,..t'ì-'

prove helpful to r,urite the spatial parü of the field potential .'.,'t..;',

as a vector in charge space in the form A* { N=l,znz\ ;
the time part as ;W*i*=,0;'7 â-) r,

¡ 

" 

"'" 

:'t ;' : 
""'; 

; ;'':';'

In 2r3 we had for the neutral vector field the wave irl.':.ìiir'''

equations l,

(8a) 
i( fl o - i'-"3 Ê = ä'"-lr F'*jofr 

t* t

(8b) : ,; ::.:
l i : l;i:) 1:i ':
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'-{-:&:ítuitt<r.É

l¡fe have again neglected any possible motion of the nucleons,

The transition to a symmetric theory is easily obtained. in
the fashion

_ --à

( n*-o') A,* '
--à
æ¿-

w
eÅ,*þ, vx {*t) ß̂)r (9a)ir¿)

One computes a charge d,ensity and

the components of the field potent,ial ( X* ,

obbains the corresponding quantities for the

field by summationr' The results are

forml

cñ"- ¿q.) +* . - 4 r$*'Æn f**'

!ræ 
i 

--

- l'ø.)L=

(gu)

flux for each of

{. p* ) and then

entire vector

ñ o c* [v,f,,, È,]. (loa)

Þ - ëo lÁ Å- lJ*e = ä i- g"r, V>JB (10b)

summation over the repeated index Þ is implied. Con-

sideration of the source term 1n the charge coirtinuity equatÍon

would. yield an equation of motÍon for the i -spin.,

ltie may write ühis equation in the somewhat awkward

1c €r'¡

e t#å" 8,Ê'*ü -ruf ú,Ê'"uJ (,,)
ÂÃ.

¿ \ -.-å

4gn[dYf ,ai*'r-r -ry tE,g,*,Jz - ¿- T
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3.6 Equations of Motíon for the Ord.inary Spin.

Equations of motion of the à -spin of a nucleon

have been d.evel oped in terms of charge conservaùion. Tde

would like also to consider the precessi.on of the ordinary

spin vdeen the nucleon is plaeed in various types of fields.
Ordinary spin ènüers into our theories only in the pseud.o-

ssalar and vector formulations, and we shall ignore the latterr,

üIe first study the external meson

f 1eld on ihe spin vector-J F-.¿
field to exert a toro.ue on

of ühe forn

effect of an

of a nucleon.
+
ff , resulting

ïfe expect the meson

in a precession

---Ð+F= 5E*#
-=)

wtrere S{, x e is proportional to the generating torquer one

rnight recall the analogrr previously developed¡ betvueen the

pseudo-scalar field and the magnetic field arisÍng from a
distribution of rnagnetic maüerÍal. Ordinary spin had its
analogue in the elementary magnetic dipoles of the materj.alrj
since the torque on a magnetic dipole # in a field of

. *-+ -Ðintensity & is Ñ o g- r w€ rn¡ould take as the Ëorque
-àon a spin 4 æ in a pseud.o-scalar field of intensity VØ et *-Ð

- f # x V'& . We have taken t W as the meson moment
Rt¿tof the nucreon. The equati.on of motion Ís then obtained by

equating the torque to the time rate of change of nucleon

angular momentumr, We attribute to a nucleon with mechanical

c
-{,Ã- o

(1)



spin vector

the equation

field {S

*"i)
fP râû
of motion

is

-LB F

anglilar momenfum

for ordinary sPin

r-': , Thus

a pseudo*scalar

ì
J.

l-n

(z)l

The equation (z) refers to

to a sYmmetrical field is

a neutral

easily seen

The generalizationfield"

to be

(i)
r'Åt'- tJ

.Ar'
,',1 + [v ñ.

1u
----- ---_----"_ -".

The reader wt'o is familiar îit" Harnittonian mechanics v¡ill

beabletofollowanalternativemethodforarrivingai,
the equation of rnotion for d ' If vre su'ppose the nuclear

sourcestobeatrest,theinteractignHarniltonianfora
nucleoninaneutralpseud.o-scalarfield.willbefrom}"?]SI

ÌJt= f F.vØ{4',r¡
È

One supposes the int'rinsic angular momentum

assoeiated wibh the nucleon spin satisfies the classical

Poisson bracket ( Ë'Æ' )rela-tions

talcen cYclicallY' It follows

-i-i-h,..'l-¿{ô
'. \ - ¿ j jv

n.j

ã- ¡ f ,¡'
í '""

f'
È

The time rafe

by comPuting

Hamiltonian"

f -./>4 ,e, ,.1.. f ï ¿', l¿
{, ¿J .J ¿

¿E

of change or a

the f" S. of

The resrrlt is

. /¡\r'
componenË i''¡

ry with the

is obtained

interaction

*.&
";i' Åo.'J t .'

:

\/ '.i'
- -^$

^f: ¡ ,'\ iÍ
*Ð
,f'

Þ'¡

f 
"1j
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It will also be necessary to consider the motion of
ordinary spin when a nucleon is immersed in an eleetrornagnetic

field. We obtain the equation of motion in this case by

supposing there is associated with the spin of the nucleon

a magnetic moment

(4)

!i{;.:d
f '." 1,

-¡).1 
4\rft'-,ff"z {æ } {Y/ \z¡f€,;

of the Bohr nagneton g , fV is the nuclear üêss¡
zrît

wtrere ,Kn ís to be the value of this moment raeasured, in units ,,,r

*h-

ftrø would have different values for a proton and a neutronr'

The torque on a nucleon i^rhen it is placed in a

magnetic field of intensity ß is ffi x ß o.

Also the angular momêntum associated r'rith the

intrinsic spin Éæ is t ftÑ ö, Hence the equation of
motj.on for the ordinary spin vector in the rnagnetic field €
will be

".þ 
ñ: - --Ð'y:. + 'rutx $ = Ltn€", ? P (¿-)#x ßtw

3.7 Interaction between Electromagnetic and. Meson FieLdsc'

We shall consider an interaetion between an electro-
rnagnetic field specified by the potenËÍal ( A:,,P ) and a

scalar meson field in the absence of its sourcosr By regarding

the meson field as an assemblage of particles hre shall be able
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to treat the present problem in terms of the sinple Ínter-
action between the electromagnetic field and a cha8ged partlcle.
The key to a solution of our problem lies in observing how

a free particle, w'ith charge e , behaves in an electro-
magneÈic field. The particle seems to take on in addition

to its kinetic momentr¡rn Ë and, kinetic energy E (Uotfr

relativistic) r a potential momentum g*fi, and a potential
ö

energy e a// c'

Suppose we then consider a free positive meson

w?rich i.s represented by the plane urave

ïn the absence of an electromagnetic field the positive meson

(1) possesses a total momentr¡m Ñ' F and, a total energy
r- ^ I
ñ, {ú , },hich may be evaluated in the fashion:

. "-F -+,1- _e-t:Ñ'F*t*Pt\Jé/ - UrIt

¡ .* ,- !

Wt*#z¿ËVØ.
1"" T* - t*

ro#o =-{.ÊØ$ir
åt

(1)

(za)

(zu) 
,,1

.:ti

I¡le now postulate

(a) The field (1) represents a positive meson even in
the presence of an e lectromagnetic field.
(b) The total momentura and energy of the positive meson may

be evaruared fron { ¿ æV ** u - tË A-4 } even in rhe

lrr For a completely free parÈicle:

total momentum = kinetic momentum¡
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presence of an electromagnetic fLeldo, If a positive meson
-)in an elecüromagnetic field ( A'rrþ) possesses kinetic

_,
I

momentum þ , kinetic energy E ¡ then it will possess
:ätotal momentum P " ry ¡ ând. total elergy t* *Y c'

ú
Hence we should set

L..J. (.fr.VØ ={Ë"é4'}ú.'{¿ '-'¿ -T - t"t'

-¿É QØu =
h/1j+

( ¡a)

,, 
t:,l,

(za) l'r',,

The latter tr,uo equations (3a), (gU) Ímply

- -4 ) : :4iå t

{v* ¿çÅ" i-# z * þ¿"F\'- ft{, 
/ ¡r '/É'"'*

/* :r'/.t -fi - rzrof,{{"-(s_Y}Y =-Ð,/"ry
-a* T 

r !-+ /à"'*

Now the kinetic energy and momentum of a relativistic
partícIe always satisfy

?? 7*Z
fl-/a*/{t* r 

*Wo{)'

vùrere Yfa is the rest mass of the particleo,

(+a)

(au)

:: ..1

|:-:

i..::':.i

("sI

ß) coupled !,rith (¿a) and (lu) leads to

"t' -Ð \t

þrr+{ }"#. - Ë" {"*- ryiE* ft'P* =g (6)
Á, (- È4'

u?¡ere for the meson we set K* W .'
þ-

Eqr.ration (6) is the r¡rave equation to be associated

w1th a positive mesoR immersed in an electromagnetie fieId.,
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Had we considered a negaüÍve meson usi.ng the field
. *.d *@

ú __ € u f¿. "f- - à*st
If

we !üould have obtained an identical wave equation. tr{e need

notr then, treat positive and negative mesons separately,
¡""1' 

I

The results of this section apply equally well to
the scalar and. pseudo-scalar fields. the generalization to
interaction beüween electromagnetic fietds and meson fields ,,.r,..,,

i::. ì r.::.

with sources is obtained by pracing appropriate source terms ':":¡""."

on the right side of (6). If a gradient operator appears in 1'.,'i"

--å
these source terms it must be replaced by ( V* ifi"4t ).,

Êe
fn the presence of an electromagnetic field the

Ìì¡ave equations for meson theory are altered in form; hence the
continuity equations for energy and charge are no Ìonger

valid' For the scarar meson field arising from a single
nucleon, the Írave eqrration has the form

,nn*¿ÊÆ )'@-i"'Ê- j*}")'æ -K*¿î) -* er.r¡ (t)\- -#" o t+ -æ- -*r"l 7í '-'fi ' *¿'+ï \ - ,r'

,l-,,.*'t.

The eomplex conjugate of equaüion (Z ) may be written as :'--.,
'i:'ir:::':

/- --:Þ ) . * ^t'e2- r - f :': :(ü-¿€A\-P_ {*"'Wf#-K-*#_=Sy-{} CB}
ã' 

f- ,a* *{" r- - ,f \vr

one may then compute €* Ê tz 3 - eo$* {ts ¡ and obraintf
' l:l:.j:,.:'

the continuity equation for charge, irrr'iì'r
ili:::ll

f/'r'
V. l:+{-WvW-p"vp-¡- S'ËW p-j-2Ë &-ü

f,-'o:+ -Ð_ i ee {,ó * -ú r¡'> } _ -F- ,t ¿_h :¡t }atL{6ç, '' 'n '- îr ' f.** Y i+Y- i
,....

- €qÐ;{r"¡. T {^ \ {q\ '',','; :_{¿- L \ {-* Y_- L- "'it } L t I
.t+e Ft-
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$Ie have made use of the T,orêrltz condition

v'Tn + ?I ==tãt

the charge density and cument density have been "::l

altered by the addition of terms linear in the electro-
nagnetic field¡' For a meson field perturbed by low intensity
electromagnetic field such terms are small and one is often i-'.

:.;'
justified in reüaining the definitions 

,

*Ð{{/--"\":'
fç, E{P-vú" þ*v?i-}

v 34-42lu

Fn = g , {d. #--Ø- ø" :
Ã &-r¿

fn a similar fashion the energy eontinuity equation

for a meson field in inÈeraction with an electromagnetie

field differs from the equation2J0g) by the addition of
terms proportional to Ëhe electromagnetic fields. For most

applications of the forrnaLism in this section one mar'ignore ,',::'11

'. .'

the fLow of energy represented by the extra termsa, i-::.
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4. APPLICATIONS..

l+.1 General Solution for the Meson lilave Equation.

One might say the scalar meson field is defined by 
,:::::

the equation .:" ,:

(¡'-,"')Ó= ãg,!Mþc"t (t)
'l': .

Ifone1gnoresthereact.ionofthemesonfie1donitsnuc1ear
' '-:

sources, then one sets a problem in scaLar meson theory by 
;:,i..,..,specification of the values of þ"tcírt> and ZL*5(t) ., We i::');" 

'

have previously indicated that a Greenrs method could be

applied in ordinary J-space to obtain a solution of the

statie equation 2.L(91. The equivalent method for (f) is
somewhat more complÍcated; our treatment will be in terms

of Èhe Lorentz space-Èine which is to be regarded, formally
as a Euclideao l+-sPâcêr,

LeÈ us take Nrc as ühe field point in space-time

at which I in (1) is ro be evaluared., aqd zþ as a
variabre source pointo' ![e introduce into the Lorentz

/ç-space'a set oi spherical co-ordinates ( R, 0,,Ç,rú )

with origin at lp li so that we have

Æ" = (ty' -rr\=

the Greents Function to be associated wit,h (1) is
then the spherically syrnrnetric solution tr {r{.3 of the

L' For further discussion of this co-ordinate sysüem and

related details, see Appendix 4.,

ii!:lirlr:,rr jì'
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equation

(8"- Æ* ) u&.) = o

í.êo ¡ Of
t d {r¿7ø*\-kztÅ=Qgt Ør(' æ.'

and also

llüe must choose the solution of (SI which behaves 
...,;,:,properly at Ê= æ . One finds an appropriately normarized, 
-,,.,

choicg i-s 
,..,,,,

u"&> " /<, f<, {æ.,€3
ffi

K,
K{nÆ\i" a Bessel funetion of imaginary argument and may

be wriËten in the for"m

K, {.*) = l nèe,{'¿ /-\,Úvt¿z} $)

vu?rere H,{'} ( *) is the Hankel Function of the f irst kind..

I¿ is of interesü to us to note

(s)

(r)

(óu )

k'(z>;ffi /T e-7 (6a) 
,,"

::irr Ì

It ís evident that, {e&,\ w'iII have a singularity
at the source point **t = XN o' Since we shaIl perform an

1. See.e,g. G. N. Watsonl lBessel Functionsr
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integration over the source material present in space-time,

üre enclose the singularity Zfr'- xf* by a small hyper-

sphere & of radius Æ" .' trtle apply a &-dimensional

Greenrs Theoreml to the region Vf interior to a large

hypersphere 5g, and. exterior to 5" , obtaining

i
I
I

J
v4

( * n*# '- #' /3'r-i dui =

The primes are to remind us

in the integration.

It w:iIl be assu¡ned that Ó is suff j.c iently welLt-
behaved at K,= * to al1ow Ëhe integral over 5æ to

be neglected.

- { {v&'- é'u \tfr' e)j ô4'*' àÆo'
n5o

+ {tnuß'-&'asJds'hu, 7K', lK' . \that Íie are tt't"t " p'= pf *r! ;

1r' In 3-space one has for t o È" a pair of scalars

regular in a region V', enclosed. by a surfaee 5u ,

[ {v v'.f -v-v'* ) dE = í:n #^- -v-a-v, \ ¿tv5 ¿a
wtrere W- Ís the normal direcÈion outwards from ú ..

In t¡-space one has an analagous result for X, ,4. ¡ irêJ

{r,, t,8"fl,-x,,r'y,}dz4= 
{"@ {; Y"yy*,> ötç

We note in (7) that the outr¡¡ards normal from Vr i.s

radially invrards over 5o , hence the negative signr,
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0ver 5. one has;

aJ " *'&{-*.(,\ - KK,i4€-}ðÊø 4M* :øT
then in view of (6U) we will find

': _ .- ì

- {.- .rÉ, - p'ag \ Cs, - ---+ 
t [ 4. Þ#"'-(6¡)*Ie"'¿lv- (e)

ê" ÐÆo à4*- i Kb ¿{o "{:'' "
5o

ïie have written an eleruent of area ,on S- in form , ',.,,,;,.;,'.,ì,

dsn. Æ.rtefsz 1 (10) .'!.:,',',,,f..'.'

CIearIy then as Ê* * o
-r

-l t,to Qß' -Q' U \ r/s r 4 - z 6¡2,*.> / ct*L = -t¡z' þ{*,.} (11)
ä.- Òê, Ò4o'

I{aking use of (?), (11) and ühe wave equations (l),
(¡) one obtains as the formal solution of (1)

rþty)= -tt {re,iø€,}s{*¡,'} duj (r2a); ' - a,2," tJ '-K "-

vuhere s{xræ,J = 2 S g*rpui (1zB) 
,,,,t,tt.''

The Íntegration Ín (tZa) is over all- of [-space and may be '.',',,t;,',;.,,,,:,

written as a double integral over 3-space and time (t'. fu')
i.c

#ti,tï=

(8)

€) s {æ*t udúr'#**f<¡ [.4

la
-Ë { {

: I I

1z', .I ,¡Ln vç

lei see appendix A for discussion of surface area and solid
angle in l¡-space.,
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We shall apply (f¡) to obrain the field of
arbitrary moving nucleon source, for wlrich we take

s t"i> = ,& r tis p{t't ã {F:nw}

Perfo¡mÍng the volume integration índicated in (f¡)

(r¿r)

we get

(L5a)

(r¡u )

where now

fn such a

f¿ í.'\ - ¡ftl' ¿= ¡

and we must compute

TwI:
-þ8

For convenience we measure the nucleon f
t= t . An explicit evaluation of

vuhen the nueleon is at regË (at f = O
:e, -spin is not varying in time.

say)

case

F.

the value of Ëhe Íntegral

K, {rc €T"') dx*,

at the time

is possible

and its

(1ó)

ß7)
ß{x;î;Y'

This is most readily done by allow.ing

plex values¡ and regarding Ï as a
the Xr' -planer"

tüe observe Ê" is multivarued with branch points
at X*'= t ø * ¡ â.nd in addition the integrahd in f.

Xt to take oD cotn-

contour integrati.on in

i"i*) , * X* í ttt')*XÉ': pt'i .{,,{'
€4* i ¿'1

-ú> #i

&*. f F-ãi*,)f"* x;"

iel

#
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has simple poles at {*'= ¿¡w o' r¡rle then will take as

branch lines for the integrand the imaginary axis from -i,re
Èo -i,7* and. {, re to LY oi This is aceornplished by

setting
t.xy"^ i*-- {Í'€ew,

^oo* 
{f = **e¿*o

and then linÍting the ranges of ñ, and

fashion

(18a)

(18b)
(See Figr' 1. below)

ff" in the

(19a)

t:1.: i

' .:

: ....: .

-ïJf 1fft< "gZZ

g {'ry¿ <\JÌrZZ* (19b)
P {{;}

-*Se(pr:à*

I** (,¿.i)

Figure L.
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We have then:

ñ'ffi tt¿{m'#N"} ( zo)

and it is clear Æ is discontinuous across the branch lines
we have introduced..

ft is important to note that in the negative

irnaginary half of the *{ -plane M, !9" ls 1irnited
7

to the range - E to E c' It follo*jË tn"t .11 integrals
involved 

""u 
.oï.r""g""t&"nd, we may transform the contour of

integration from along the real axis to one along the path

indlcated Ín Figure 2. below:

F'iEure $'

We mighü then write

wÏ¡ere l, and,

(zI in Figure

77
- I r 1 ì t/J¡ 7' .,!-z f f ¡

are inüegrals

white fr is a

taken along

contÍbution

(er)

the pathe (1)r

at the pole Í,n'---r.r

r
t,

2t¡
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since the detaíls of the calculation are not of
any interestr ürê simply quote the results¡

L, * Tu= *g -n-u-*'") eza)
é{v

n = tr (;zza)
K*

there results the familiar staüic meson field

(i)
ârc Y

(zt)

rt is evident that the field of an anbitrarily
noving nucleon might be obtained, in theory, by an anaragous
integrationl.,

1.' The field of a uniformly noving *.,cl"on could U" effiã
by a r,orentz transformati-on between the rest frame of the
nucleon and the lab frame,' One sirnply recalls that the
meson field þ is a [-scalar, and. obtains

I.:::.
t::::'

'...

#= -sz &-rt'ffi*
,rt*

for the field of a nueleon moving u¡:lth speed.:. :' .tl

in the XS -directiono,
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One would. obtain Èhe field in
integration over the past motion of the

7time t , wtrich is a solution of

such a case by an

nucLeon up to the

þ+)

fn electromagnetic theory the field of an arbftrarily
moving charge involves only the posÍtion of the charge aü

the retarded time (Zt). It is possible to consider only a
sÍngle retarded time because arl photons Èravel with a

unique speed Ç . The field particles of meson theory,
howevèrr &âï possess any speed. less than Ç .. Hence the
field, at the spaee time point (F, f,=ç )r of a movfng

nueleon is due to the mesons emitted by the nucleon through-
out its past history previous to the retarded time (241r,

l+r'2 (a) Nuelear Forces..

Trrle have completed a formalisn sufficienü for
handlÍng many interesting problems in meson physics.. perhaps

the first we shourd wish to tackle is the question of nuclear"
interactions. On the basis of or¡r relativistic formulation
it would appear thaü a complete treatment of internucleon
forces must incrude velocity d.ependent forces. Howeverr !rê
shall consider only the static nucrear interactionse¡

lde wirr discuss the interaction between a paÍr of
nucleons ft, , fl, separated by a d.istance fr, o, It, r,,rill be

.,{i"ìri:..,¡.,ì-¡i ii ;:
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sufficient for our purposes to compute the poöentiaL

energy of such a nucleon pair.r Our static approxj.mation

amounts to taking the Z -spÍns Z{" , V{"5 of the

nucleons to be independent of timeo.

The potential energy V,* is arrived at by

pieturing the nucleon vLt r så}. to be i.mmersed. in the

field of the nueleon ft, o, On the basis of a scalar
Ëheory the meson field arísinq from 7Z¿ Ís d,educed by

solving the equation

(la)

j.r'9¡'¡

ffi -'i l=i¿ = ì'^o)e-f1-f
54vz 7'' (ru)

we have placed y¿e at ühe origin. The energy of a d.istri*
bution of nr¡clear matter, !'rith à -spÍn density g epeF) ,
lmmersed in a f ield ffi fVS is, from 3¡Z(zoa) ¿

lz,JEI- ! r"

v - - €z 
"P 

ii), !) '*o

Hence the interaction energy between the pair 7¿, , Mu

in a synnetrie scalar theory is

(z) ,,,,
'.t.::

V,* =. - ã ^ (e-i t_"-') €r:*!' (¡u)
Tn frz

i -..:1i., -. .
;'::1:!:11
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Let us consj.der next the pseudo-scalar theory. The

static meson f ield due to a nucleon fr,o r^rith ordinary spin

F{", is determined from i,5{zl¿

(V'*É(*) 'ø, = --{ s i-\ filr* "Vå{;*i
and is round; by a o";"r" :;"d t" b"

-i {*lt*' FT": , v€-Kr
qrr lt r*

(4)

ß'l ';..,,

From 3,'5n) we have that a nucleon with i -spin g ¡ wiII¡"
in a pseudo-scalar field # , possess energy

ìt -tr 
-../ 

T+ \v: # {,Ë,f 'vg) rcI

Hence the potential- energy of a nucleon pair tr, ryî, Ísr
on. the basis of the symmetric pseudo-scalar theory,

V, * $ 
*- 

-Ér"v.uu )'f r', vi,F".w {r'' (7^)
q¡t ffça 

\
ff*

Expansion of the operaror f'-F,w ulifft¿ "V 3 yields

&>)éqj-àVr"=g'e ir,)t"#.ñ,Xft . 
ff 

.",{} {#':ff){*f . 
ftx]c-ffio 

( zb )
t¡rt* i

F'ina1ly we consider the vector meson theo.ry. The
'.-.1,.

i field equaÈions for the vector field are listed ín .%5. the 1,,:i,

static equations for the field ( A* , þ* I are obtained from

those in 2.3 by dropping terms proportional to the veloeity
of the nucleons.' we aãå%*** reasonabre choices rc" 4

?'
ala indicated these tenns.urere of first order in the nucleon

velocity.
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One has, then, for the field set up by Wa z

-+
,,-V"-cc") Fo= va#r s.¿?J i-"rl

,,3^ -n") #o = - sv a;V ) tf
(8a)

{ rv" rn z, 3}

(8u) r,.

In analogy w:ith electromagnetic theory, the or-
dinary spin is to be regarded as a quasi-magnetic dipoler 

,,,,,,.

and the nuclear density g, S{,"F1 as a quasi-electric eharge ,.r,.;::

density. one would then take as the muiuar energy of the 
,,..i

nucleon pair ?1,, , W, r on the basis of a symmeüric vector
theory

Vu = t Lg'tl'*ínj*-*r T#u &""f*t''ti (9)
d.>f

:*¡¿¿ !
where fq 'is the quasi-rnagnetic field ÍntensÍty at yîo ,
due to W4 and. #*td tn" qrr4si-electric potential at V.t o

d.ue to ?¿, or

$olving (8) and. performf.ng the indicated calculations
one obüairis

Ð

W* = iti r";i t u-n," * gr" {F4õ!.\,}yze-Kt*-_{**.,r4fñj'i w3uf 
.-"}n trcl

,> ¿t?r frz ã ' ,. ú_ or

(U): The Deuteron:

The potentials l+.2(3rJrl:O) provid.e us with a means

for investigating the nature of a üwo-nucleon system. We are¡
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in particular¡ interested in the possibility of bound states
for such a system. Ïie would like to see if rneson theory can

predict the existence of the deuteron and also account for
the experirnentally observed electric quad.rupore moment of
the deut,eron ground stater,

the syrnmetric scalar forces between a pair of
nucleons are central - attractive for a like pairr re*
pulsive for an unlike pair.' rhus scalar meson theory alrows

for the occurrence in nature of a di-proton or di-neutronr
vutrile denying that of the d.er¿t€rorÌ¡ This is of course corr-

trary to experiencs¡' A neutral scalar theory would lead to
a potential differing from tt.Z(g) by the factor ( E{'r, z&} )

and hence would perrnit all t,hree tl,Eo-nucleon systems to
appear in naturer,

Even a neutral sealar theory, hourever, couId. not

explain the finite electric quadrupole moment of the deuteron.

If we suppose an electrieal charge dlstribution p^ { F) üotq
possess an axis of symmetry (trre Z -axis, sa]¡)r then it Ís
possible to speak of a single quadrupole moment for the systemj

v'¡l"rich may be taken as

Mr , { fr Lse'- w'} d* (u)

classically, the charge distribution of the deuteron Ís seü

up by the rotaüion of the posi.tively charged proton relative
to the neutronr, Quantr¡m mechanically one may think of the
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proton as being smeared throughout space, thus creating a

diffuse charge cloud.' since the scalar forees are isotropic
the quantrr.m mechanical eharge distribution associated $r"ith

the ground state of the deuteron is spherically syrnmetricr'

lhis would imply Mq 
= f on the basis of a scalar theoryr,

In vector and pseudo-scalar theories the ordinary

spin vector defines a preferred direction in space for each

nucleon. lhe fashion in which the ordinary spin vectors of
the neutron and. proton line rpr rvhen these particles foror a
deuteronr urill d.etermine the existence or non-êxistence of
a deuteron quadrupole momentr We sl+=;å assume the ordinary

spins of the neutron and proton shall combine so as to yierd
a minimum potential energy in the deuteron ground stater'

tet us choose the line joining the neuÈron and,

proton as polar axÍs for a seü of sphericar co-ordinates¡

specifying the spin orientations for the two nueleons Ín
the fashion:

lr
Ç (ø) ; ',!s'a-*utlaçþr'Çæ,Çufiwzç > (@go\

#w' z {5uæ#* tu*#* > 
-*ûe#þ*r*#*, @ #*\

(rza)

(rzu)

Then for the potential energy of the deuteron in pseudo-

scalar theory we have from 4.'2(7) z

\f - +-= i,'u , 3tr * *z\e-{4*,v¡z= -,L ui -irr L, T -wL*W* (r¡)
'f4 tr L olþ tt& Yrv

" #r 
'\ 
fu#*- P'êù{",,/ ¡v ,.'{3

d ¡r.
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ft is easily shovùn that the orientations which lead.

Èo stationary values of V¡p, are those pictured, below¡

(a) ÇÞ=tr*=g, W ô
o, þ ,,.,,,..,,:.',,

,ô8(b) 'Ð*'tE 
n #þ ='S #j ffi_L" e è y -F 

/r, rvx. þ (r+ )

(c) &*=üp=o @ €* ,,,.,,.,.,1.

vL þ ,'Í'_,",;.,'

(a) Õoo --s , 9f, = 1E @t @ ..1-,.i
34þ

one may compute the potential energies associated urlth each

of these cases

(a) V,* "- Ë- €-Kro' '" ¿ u 
* å i*wfuu - 'Úv Y'v

(b) V,* = #;€--Kt'*{*;- f:)
(e) W. = -å;.. ¿-Kv'¿ [#;. æ " ä= ]

(d) Wo¿ = i" *-K{'o { z -+ èts .* Å- }
-trrt* o Ir' {r-: {,r'

(15)

, ft would appear that the pseudoasealar deuteron is d.escribed i,,.;:,.,,,.:1,,

i I jrl:ì¡'È'i::ìi::

by a spin-orientation (c), suggestlng the charse disüributÍon
for the deuteron Ís elongated in the direction of its spin

axis. This implies'- :
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and

i æ"ç.'-[zY
l.- -.i: :rl, .lrj-:¿)&)(ut*:..,

henee /'f q, * for the pseudo-scalar deuteronr,

tr'urthermore one mighü say the deuteron (c) possesses

a spin angular momentum |ft"!* = Ê ¡ the spín vectors of .'.'"1'
t. 

::. 
'

the neutron and proton being parallel in sueh a cês€d Ex- 
,,,,..,,,,,

perimentally one finds the deuteron possesses a spin angular ' ;":i::::'ì

momentum Ë and a positive erectric quadrupore momento

Qualitatively, trt"n¡ pseudo-sealar theory agrîees r¡rith

experimenËd

One may separate the vector deuteron potential
energy into an isotropÍc part

4. 1,'

V'"= n¿ - sY' {Y''4rt fro ( 16a )

and a spÍn dependent part ..:aìu'l;

V,I = - #,-fe"FculK"Hu,._t#e).vyfr*1*)#"*1 (r6u) ;-,-',,,

" rú-Only W¿ can give rise to a quadrupole moment. 't¡ie noüe
-{â

M- differs from the pseudo-scalar potential energy only 
,,,,:,:,.-:jri¡l¡
i¡,,$i'rin sign and in the addition of the term

-fu' Ñ'*', F*'o'e**' ,

'"¡rr Wclearry this term cannot 4ffect úhe choices of {a},Ø},.*}r{C} l

{ *" fr,n t f , *'^*.Fu "t*
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&
as orientations yielding stationary values for Wu .ì

n r&It follows that V¡a, assumes a minimr¡m valu,e

one of the orientations (a) or (a). A deuteron gror.md

d.escribed by (a) would be associated with a negative
quadrupole moment and. a spin angular momentum h

while (a) leads to a positive quad.rupole moment and. a

angular momentum zetod Thus the +e€+e.úr deuteron will
at,all resemble the natural particle it is suppoeed to
describe¡,

l+.3 Meson Production in Nucleon-Nucleon collisi.ons.

for
sfate

t

spin

not

A coLl-ision between nucleons i.s brought about

by using one nucleon as a projectile and firing it at a

stationary nucreon whÍeh aets as a target. rf the energy

of the incident nucleon is sufficiently high one or rnore

mesons rnay be prod.uced in the collisionlr. we shalL show

how tþe scalar and pseud.orscalar formulations mighü pre-
dict sueh a reaetionr,

First let us consider a

nueleon pair nt , Yê* rt If one

during which the two nueleons are

nuclear forces is small¡ then it

scalar collislon of a

assumes that the time

within the range of

should be possible to

1. See Appendix A for a

meson preductionr,

discussion of energy thresholds in
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describe the coLlision in terms of the interaction of the

nueleons at a single, representati.ve, instant of time. ltle sha1l

in fact suppose the nucleons Ínteract only at the instant of

elosest approach, taking the interaction at this instant to be

static. ff the bremsstrahlung radiation, arising from'the ac-

celeratÍon suffered by the nucleons, is ígnored, then only an

induced motion of Ëhe nucleon ¿ -spins can give rise to meson

production.

The equations of rnotion for the ã -spins are from

3.3(11) r

in'= 4 L g.,Lr,]
Â

i {+ " z& I cø t{"\f,-- 4 ¿Lt' --n
where -þ is the field at n, d,ue to nz uùen the

_ib

tvro nucleons are at the rninÍmum separation l. i *=, is
a sÍmila.r field at 72, due to W r r

We shall in fact have on the basis of a static
approximation:

(la)

(ru)

-l- tsr,J) - --) '-S 
",-ø4r\ 

(Za)
i-Ì2 rÙ '- hE ,'

i :.:; iì.4 'r

+ - ,í');'^.3 g-c*'\ (ZU) 1,,,,
:z¡' :.a \ 7Z T I

Previously we have mentioned that diffieulties would

be encountered if we insisted on labelling the proton and 
:

neutron states for the nucleon vrith {" = ! | .' In the 
: :1:.1
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present problem, if at the start of the collision t GO )

we take .ti ,.,t.)
Z.;" -- Tc" eâ

i?.i * iz' ,

É'"" = LÕ" 5? 
:,..

ç-þ being a unib veetor in the J-directlon i.n charge space, ::'::':

then we would have

1/ T {é)

tl Y {z)
ll La

This wouLd lead to "Ér'. g* = ç initially, and the

è -spins would remain directed along the 3-axis in charge

spâc€r' ff , however, the à" -spins are aLlowed to possess

smal1 1, 2 components, there will result a preeession of
the A *spins in charge spâcêr

Consider first the motion of EÜ) . Ife may set

(?- ? ra& æ-¿(vov!r-- Td ú_
qd Ve

and have

and

-ÁtJ-)Jtz

{r2
*þt

-Lr, . þ'r..yPtn7

The motion of gØ is clearly a precession, described by

an angular velocity q = -R-r-{* ?, An explicit soh¡¡tion of i,r:i,ì;r,,i
i.:i.:.'¡,lL::(4) may Ue obtalned by setting

E{'r * gtu} #aüt+ pütr- 4}t + Ztn ß)

r*rere Ø'n , ff 
u'' , 6"t are constanü veetors in charge spâcêe:



ñ^- (t -

Substiüutíon into (h) then yieldsr

còpt,t . igT, Êúü (SaI

(¡¡) . :,

ru, ytf 
= e:

d ßc)

I¡rihence it foll_ows

(æÞ) y* : T_æ , T-W,ry*l_J

The latter equaüion l+.3rc) consti-tutes a set of rinear
homogeneous eqi:ati.ons in the ühree components of g{t} ¡¡

For there to exist a non-nulI solution the determinant of
the equatioas must vani.sho This yields &) = t # , ü ,

and we ean take ¿¿)= lL (t¡fe rejeet tJ.=y) , and

{*}= - ñ, simply changes the sign of Êt* . )

The vectors @ud , Þ*,) r ]ta.) may be deduced
: :: -:.,. tl,.

through use of the initial ctndit,iols and trre fact tnat ! Ø ,'-ii';

is of invariant magnitude eqrral to unityr' The results are ,..,1-.'.],
:i:'.;'_:ir

-
S.', = f g**r, I gol] ,gåTJ (za)

Ëu' = T-gÏ*,Eh*l

lu', = (q"*re:"i) gfl (7cI
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Iü is then possible to
f ield due to ú, . One seeks the

equation 3.2(].3) corresponding to
from the centre of the collision.
take an origin at the positíon of

compufe the partial meson

solution of the meson field
hraves travelling outwards

(For definÍteness r^re

14 .)

One fÍnds

rnir/ -\yg

vrtrere f*^ " *)ft2 *

w

-3
+/r

,-zrc e1

The static field arising from Ð"ið has been

diseardedr'

fn a similar fashion ühe partial field due to
the notion of T{ù is for¡nd to be

(¿)- _

#*' + #*'

g(') , p:(') are obrained r*o*dco , Ét i; ffi*irrr"".r.ãrrge of
the superscripts ( I ) r ( a). fte have seü dov¡n the asyurptotlc

field g" , for fi" {( trre distance from the collision
centre to the point at uirieh the neson field is evaluated.r,

the angle between the vecüors V" , æ is taken to be

,ô" ,
{_,J t

The total meson field is simply

(e)

(ro¡
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From @ !{e rnay compute the energy and charge

current densities in ühe far field. ldhenaveraged over a

period of precession of T{'} , Ëü these densities are

ã ='ff;'or#:,*u^.tr'r*jþ-úrg',É:"))*pr,uut (*) ""
34, ir*- ' *

"(rii'r'-* {J s*n,*.*}} (rz)

+
fntegratÍng over all radiaüion directions ê,y, one obtains for
the energy and charge rad.iated per unit time by the 2-nucleon

system, just after collision:

.r= s'*ÊL, - (s3,gq).Jfå- {r{r}ù,E;4}) ,ry:¿YL^-} ,r,r^,t_- q& ¿ 1å- - \-e-v-¿'-W;o (r¡a)

q = s"€ f* [- ,{cåù,n:"}ÏF"Aþ q,}{,"kÐ,- ,\J i , it ;* f- \e):¿)rJ¡.'D 'o'ffi -ulj (r¡u) 
,r,.'..

An examination of (5) and, (7) leads us to conclud,e

that fu*t r t;* oscillate with smarr amplitude about their
initial values 4i , 4T .' Thus ir wourd seea rhar
the system is not losing any charge¡ in contradiction üo the

resulü in (13)o, Actually the fashion in which (f¡) are de-
dueed is only approximate. One would¡ in a second. approximation¡
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introduce the reacti.on of the neson field on the nucleon sys-

tem - this reaction compensating for the energy and charge

lossr'

We note that the interaction energy of the tuo

nucleon system is given at any instant by

-g {ftn', É*} = #dTt'>, ør,\ (ra)

Hence the rate at which the system loses energy due to the

precession of the à -spin vectors is

ta/ = - # {tËo 
" *,*> = -s {tÊ', $.,1

where tX and. t'Ã' are the reaction ehanges produced

Ín re! and y{23 , T¡iIe would obtain energy conservation

, by seÈting

(r¡ )

(16 )

(1zI

(l$a)

good, approximation (we are ass-r¡ming /f*:" ¡ and, jt? ê

are almost unity) one finds

¡ {e.1 rrt- - f*r<-i
T,tj [ üZe_¡<f,n\ur-o , *"- ./

5rr 4y

and get then

Á/= E

V{zt ¡ *z*-æ{l2\
5øLdL'/ ¿

æo

(18b)
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In a coll-ision of trvo protons both i'fu ana €l v¡ouId be

positive. Hence the i -spÍns gdr and z{ui would tend

toward states in r¡f,'rich í{ì = Yf;} = ¡ . Ilie expect, in this case e

that the initial mot,ion produced. in gtj , pdù woul-d be

damped out - no radiation appearing as a resuLt of the

collision. Simil-arlyr one would not observe any meson

production in a scalar neutron-neutron collision.

However, in a neutron-proton collision, vritlnT?¡

a neutron and n" a proton we fÍnd
. tz\ , . {r'lrè,í

this woul-d result in a decrease in Tuoo from its initial
- *{z}value V).+z and an increase tn r.€" from its initial val-ue

{lrU . Thus in a collision of unlike nucleons the per-
turbati.on i-n O?"ø? would grolü - with perhaps ühe

" a -spin veetors gút , y{nu lflipping over. r Mesons

might then be produced in a scalar n-p col-IÍsion.

tsefore leaving the subject of scalar nucleon 
..,.,,,,,,

' : : 1.1

coll-ision we should like to make note of a point which we 1,.,,,,,,,,

have ignored.. For the fields #ot , .#t') to represent ";"t'''

actual travelling waves orr" 
""n-,rires

,Å¿t > t")o-

i-.e.Q-) Z Kt' (19) 
¡"'"':';'
r:::",i

This condition yields an estimate of the cross-sêction for
the reaction.

For (19) implies 
: ,
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4 e-u!* ,> roí* (uo)
a'i'+ @ Ltrvnr fr,

e.e. . f,, && rtv {- /Ê". } #= ,-42¿fr( / 4i ,,, ,,,,, ,

A rough approximation to the sorution of the inequality
(zo) is

.L ( r *z \ :e .,, .,iflzil:q \a (Ztl ,,,1r,,,,,lw*l ¡< r'Lt :;: : : i

one sees thatthe two nucleons must approach within a d.istance :, 
,,.: ,¡,

c =,,,/ 5* o, 
-å,-ffiu '/ ¿?

before any meson producüion can take place. The cross section
for the productÍon of nesons in a collision of unlike nueleons :

is then ,- d ^ .,

The analysis of a pseudo-scarar nucreon-nucleon

colIÍsíon follows an almost identical pattern to that out-
lined for the scalar theory. The equatÍon of motion for
the t -spin veetor of f¿, is now, from 3.5ß).

iiü= zf f fr{',"Vb ztúV
',&L 

r''J- -)
>4 p.É1,v

(zza)

vulrere

ú - ç 7tu ffiat. Ve-K{,z
;/z - au ':*-*zæ to

A fornrar identification with scalar theory is obËåined by
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setting

and writÍng

(zn)

we r¡¡"ilI not anaryze the z -spin motion compretely;

but shall simply compuËe the reaGüion force exerted on the

z -spin motion and d.ecide in ühis fashion in¡hether mesons

can be produced in a pseud.o-scalar nucl-eon-nucleon collisÍon.

(zt*)

(25)

f,'t^- þ tl', éi

The inltial-spin motion produced by the collision
of nucl-eons T\t t vzz w-ill result in a rate of rad.iation
of energy vrkrich we denote as E o, W'e must equate E to
the initial- rate at which the nucleon system supplíes energy

to the meson field. the interacti.on energy possessed by a
nucleon pair in a pseud.o-scalar f ield Ís from Z.Z(IO') . (¿ltered ,.,, .,: ,

so as to include Z -spin. )

1g",1 qi"r) *' { ñot .v}:' F*,vi g - r<.*z'aÉæ T
We may then set

iiË',1;-j)x fi. s (EX"zt')g= -a
'-/4 .7 Z

Assuming the greatest contribution to the reaction comes from
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the J-components of iÉ , Èå' , we get

*_,: = -¿E e6a)L&4
6?.{q;'

*,ry = -28 ,26øI :::-Ã5 tWÅ ,,,

I¡Ié cannot decide in uùrich direction Ëhe à -spin witl start
to turn until we know the algebraic sign of Ñ d Clearly

thÍs sign will vary with the spin orientat ions f4Üt , ffo n ,'iì,

we have

(z7a)

(27b)

-4Let us first consider the case b{ Þ es o, Then ,,:,.,r'.,,

4::5 ñé. n *Lb4.z r-. iat"lo

t .7-\
rYl r\--t - *L-4{.3 zffio4Ð

If now yî, ¡ W7 ãrê a proton pair , Ao:.in ffÇ
I !ó\

and îÅ; urill be negative; the r -spins €{'} } t{Þ} 
:

would tend to flip over and radiated mesons will be observedr, 
).,,.,.,

Moreoverr ân analysis of the á -spin moüion would show l.:ì,.,.i
; ::,

that at least initially the charge radiated per unit time is i.:,',',

proportional to ( Uuuì * yái,Y ) , ir'e r ¡ is positiver, Thus one

would expect positive nesons to be produced in the proton-
proton collision"' S.imilarly, for {Z>o , the neutron-

neutron collision results in the production of negative

I[€SOflS¡'

However, if ht is a neutron and yÍz a proton,
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u¡e see for Ñ > ç
/ r'ìTdz <Ü
;\

+ te)Le3 )Û
Thus the J -spins would tend toward states in which

t rç\
7g" = -l t Tru'=¡t e,i No meson prcduction is expected

for this colli.sion.

Ïlith {ë"<ç , the situation i.s reversed. the

unlike nucreon col-lision may yield positive and. negative
mesonsr the like collision cannot yield ânf m€sofiso

fn all cases where meson production is possible

one finds the rate of radiation of neutral mesons is initi.ally
negligible. this does not, necessarily inply neutral mesons

i,r:iIl not appear in the coÌlision.

One notes that ühe ordinary spin will also be set
in motion by the statÍc interaction (ZZA)ifron 3.6( 3) hre

see the equation of motion for the ordÍnary spÍn of y¿, is

-¡ Èt) rt,ty-= z_! viyí', y,.) x ñút
s/.+'.Ux *J¿L

{¿' z# v[sf,*,,]
l+É4.

(ze) l

We may set

and have

Qg)

.i9ri':i:

.,'ffit
L& "J

Ãt
:# +þJ

= 5 { X#" ( ¡o)
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ßzu)

ßzc)

(ts)

: j :::: j_11Þj;¡r4i-{¡i
I -." "1+r: 1

' j.. r::1

Then in analogy w'ith the treatment of ¿ -spin motion we

obtain a solution of (Zgl in the fashion

F *t - V!'"'> oçq ,¿iil r ,fu þ;w.æ% t f* ( ¡r )

:ll'.: . ''where &2 = I #l ".. -:.:.:

and

4'o L f,^@fktr;* { z +, tL ^¿*ox 
?u J (,ZZa)q' úJ¿ - \ )kqt 

,,...1 ,na

= * #^4*F*

Similarly

with

and

;i* = /-,ñ d d- ,fl)way

"*å
fr o"' * Ê'¿t:u*u:v * ,gu'j eewçPt i b'þr

t

r,,}rere ff*' u Ë*' , f -"t are obtained from #', 8'u, f"'
in an obvi.ous fashionr, (33), and (g+) l¡¡:ill give rise to a

radiation field

þ
r4 ! *'¡'l AL'ïLv,ti = { 4 f

y*= É ufí4t:v s:Æ.:tr'tn o?*>.v*þ@t*l
qIrK fl 

- Y' _j

(,gtu)
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where f is the distance from ?4/

and f t is the distanee from Ylz

to the fÍeld point
*>

tof.'

*,-Þ

:+4+Y'j

Without eomputÍng the energy flux associated w'ith

3h, we see that this field will give rise to an appreciable

radiated neutral meson fieldo Since the 1¡2-components of

IoÚ',loØ are smalI, only a low intensity charged

rad,iation will appear. Thus we can conclude in a pseudo-

scalar collisioa of nucleons, neutral mesons are produced by

the gyration of ord.inary spin.

It is interestÍng to conpare the results of our

rather crude pÍcture of nucLeon-nucleon production of mesons

with the corresponding quanturn theory results. The following

tablel contaÍns such a comparisonl

4eson Field

Slnnnreüric Sca1ar
brith scalar
coupling

0ollision
Pârticles

11-ü

P-P

n-p

Suantun
Theorv

none

none

none

7t-

iz*
rf rf " îlrlv2'

theorv

-

none

none

E*,8-

Synnretric pseudo-
scalar w"ith r-D
pseudo-vector
coupling p-p

n-p

IE-,7ra

7î+ çt.u 
) lv

E', E-, No

}. this table and the following brief discussion on the experl-

nenËal evidence for meson production are quoted from R. E.

Marshakl rffeson Physicsr (see in particular Chap.2, Table ?)*

Cne should consult current literature si.nce publicat,ion of

this book for further e4perimental resulËso'
I'::;ì:::ì;Í-ii

Mesons Produeed
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clearly, there is considerable disagreement between

quantum mechanics and our classieal theory on the question of
meson production in nucleon-nucleon collisions. gae¡-+ge€.êe¿.e.

eson*-ps@

@.ee1}i^e"tons-

Experimentally, only 7l* and ÌTÐ prod,uction in 
.,,,,,,.,,.,ì,,,,

p-p collisi.ons have been examined in any detail. The resurts r':::::rr:."i:'l'

suggest ühere is 7¿+ production blrt no ß- or Fë ,,.,,.,,,, .,:,¡'' : _

producti.on. One would on the basis of this meagre evid.ence

tend, to favour the pseudo-scalar (pseudo-vector) quantum

theory over the scarar theory. one finds even the pseud.o-

scalar (pseudo-vector) Èheory cannot give an accurate

description of the dependenee of the cross-section for meson

production on the energy of the incident nucleon..

l+.4 Scattering of Mesons by Nucleoosrr

A scattering experiment consists of the firing of ;o'.',ì;,1.'¡.,

a beam of projectiles at a stationary targeto InteractÍon '',iri.,-,,,,i..:,'

between the particles in the beam and those in the target
results in a change in direction of the paths followed by

the projectiles. To obtain a measure of the strength of this 
,:.:,;;..:interaction one inÈroduces a differential scatteri.ng cross-

section¡, ff one supposes the target to containnparticles, and

the projectile beam to be described by a partiele fh¡x n
then the differential cross section, @ , is specified by*t , ::
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^-_órÇ

the requirement that the number of particles scattered. per

unit time into an element of solid angle c/7 in the

directi.on {grú) with respect to bhe direction of incidenü

beam, be

dM = va Po d* { g,f} dyq (1)

(L)

From CIV one courd compuüe the scattered particle frux
:::.'::

at a disüance f from the scattering centre; this would be t,.:i'

P. ( z) i''-"'':tdNy'W
Thus

ry= tr (¡)
ú2 fl, P.

If the target cqrtains a single particle

æÊlyery Fd

T¡r terrns of energy fhuces 5o and 5 one would have

W'" f=> (¡) ".""
ãn 7 ß) :::

.-.t ,: . :-"{ Jo '', .',,,'

A total cross section for the scattering is computed in the :":,'';ì

fashion
I

2z ltdt (6)4 ld¡

Ït is our present purpose to deduce values of the total and,

differential cross sections when the projectiles are mesons

and the targets nucleons.
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fn general one would have to treat the scattering
or recoil of the target particles as well as that of the pro-
jectiles. The analysis is considerably simplified if the

target particle mass is nuch greater than ühat of the projectile,
One then ignores any motion of the targeto Our d,iscussion

of meson scattering by nucleons will make use of the latter
simplification.

Ïf r-- !-- J -tb)ne takes Z " ,XrO (rr/.as a reasonable experi-
mental value for the range of nuclear forces, then one finds
the ratio of meson mass to nucleon mass is of the order of
ooe-sixthr Ït is then possible to see to what extent the
rinfinite target massr approximation is justífied for m€son-

nucleon scatteringo'

The scattering of scalar mesons is relatively
straightforward. Sj.nce one ignores any possible motion of
the nucleon target,, ühe incident üesons ean interact !úith

the nucleon only through ihe latterrs isotopic spin.

the total meson field during the scattering would

have ühe form:

g,*u't'*
The field f*' is associated with

and hence will be taken as a plane

The term #3) is
produced by the pertulUation

is\ (7)

the incident beam of mesons

WâVQr'

a distortion in the meson field
of the nucleon ; -spin¡, hence
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Aãá l1 f avt

#é)represents the scattered mesons. At rarge distances

from the nucleon rlve must take #=i to be an outward travelling,
spherical r¡râvêr

The z -spin motion is determined from j.3ft1)

g= H[Er't">,E] (s-)
fr

where the incid.ent field {''u{o} is evaluaÈed at the

posiüion of the nucleon. A first approximation to the solu-
tion of (8) is obtained by settÍng

T = !" * €('j (9)

r, being the initial á -spin of the nucLeon and 7{ø} the
perturbation¡ reeuLting from the weak meson field ú{¿\ .,

One might then write

g.u' x H í_ Øe, {o} ,ÇrJ
4h

(ro )

and could solve explicitly for ;.{53 in order to deduce

the scattered field from

S*or: -iv""vØ"t)

{n'-Æz} #{s) - 3 g{'} fiF}

F'inally by computing the energy ftuxes

(u)

i: rj' .:.:

, i:..-.lr'i:

(12a)

{ *u, v **t) (rzu)
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Á¡
çöúc'

one could arrive at a value for the differential cross-
section

r¡ _>

@ = r= 1-¿7547- (rE)
æû 7VtL / 4al

rn the present discussion a nucleon in the proton

or neutron states 9s to possess the initial ¿ -spin

lr=6oÉe , lø=ll (r¿*)

(tz)

rt is then fairly evident that neutral scalar mesons are not

scattered by either a neutron or a proton. For one would

take for an incident beam of neutral mesons

f u", = Ée ß fu{û)ú-¡te\ , fr*= ri_**= (r¡)

then Y') is parallel ro Yo and from (fo) tu = , .,

Itre obtain finite eross-sectj_ons, however, for the

scattering of charged scalar mesons by the nuereon (14i.).

: 
" 

:t":'

ft is convenienË to describe a beam of charged mesons ,,,

by the field :rr::::

¿(t3 ¿ü). , #(,j (16)
Y+ = V f ' tz

. For a beam composed only of positive mesons one has 'j::,..;. -.1

ú-u': û'rit'>t-{Nz
One attributes to the field (f7) an energy flux

.l

|:,:. .1: a: :'
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Sf, = fæfzu>fr¿;

The equation of motion (10) then leads to

t,tt) = Z_L-F_ï, ( ¡ - cr"ura;t\.Á^Â,W

T"r*) , -.,?# ø¿*trx2t
fræ

Since the constant part of f{5} cannot give rise to any

seattered energy, Ìve may compute ühe scattered field from

Ø'-*") *¿u;= # øn{s} XtF; ( eoa)

( 18)

(rsa)

(19b)

( 20b)

(2t)

Lt(-V{.rt ñLÐ4-/ú

þLw

Since Tf t ,\r € iktr one concludes that only

positive mesons are present in the scattered fieldo,

One vretrt* gets

& ¿. kte - LFf

where

with

and hence

f€\/-

+7t Ê e3

fÁ= {*?*"¿ld?-
one rserd* deduce s

i: ri.

-? ./' qz
Ç =i2qzie¡7a\ r.rr¡ t'<J,SI '. --,4.-_--'--_-- i -EL' Lf

" qÛã'kl '/ f'z
Qz)
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clearly the scattered energy would be the same vrhether the

target is a neutron or a protonl. It follows that the differen-
Èial cross-section for the scattering of scalar positive mesons

by a neutron or proton is

An identical result is obtained for the scattering of
..: .::negative mesons by neutron or protoo. the scattering of :,.,,r

mesons in a scalar field is isotropíc wÍth respect to ordinary ,,,,;.¡,;:,:

space, as one might expect. Finally the total cross-section

is seen to be

/ct& x - gr;-.- æ
{, d6 s +TtÊ'd)"

"q- :ø - q4
'/---Eæ¿ ?rË,- €4)"

(zs)

(z+'l

The dependence of the scalar scatteri.ng on t he energy

of the Íncidenö mesons is particurarly simple - there being a

fairly rapid decrease in cross-section for increase in energyr,

the scattering of pseud.o=scalar mesons is somewhat 
:::;,::i,more complex' the incident field may produce a rnotion of boüh :.,,:

the isotopic and. ordinary spins of the nucl.eon target. The 
',,.'.,,,'? -spin motion is approximated by

iLu) = N [ñ,v po!ø , ro Lrj eSI
â, x ,,.,¡

uo oerng the initial crd.inary spin. " l+j;i'

1. lfe ignore a possible coulomb interqction between proton

and 7l* or 7T' .r
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¿ f*\Since Z"' does not possess a J-eomponent, the perturbed.

z -spin cannot give rise to neutral mesons and the z -spin
hril-l scaiter only charged il€sonsr

We might ju€ü as well set

#+ü] z freiøçr*¿þt* , #r("\,ü Q6)

and then deduce

t*{r}= ¿ 1 d-te ß ú{ tty*.{; } s e''Ðt (zz) 
,

Ê{4}K

The scattered field arising from (ZZl is

þts)= { r*{s}€"o53*
( za)t 4zr¡r. y-

There is no diffieulty in aryÍving aü the differential cross-
i

sections

{ffit = {r/-: {"ñ € S.¿d,Ë}. egtT

I dt/ ezrto)- /L I
Averaging over all possible initial spin direetíons one findsl :'

- f . if,e average of a function T{fho" all possible orientations of
-+
{f, is obûained in the fashion

/- \
df),¿ = ** i r{fit crq

nhere ds7 is an "re*Jnt "ttí"tå angle. One evaruates {T},æ,

by speciryirrs tr," orientation of q*t 
- 

with sphericar polar

angles relative to some polar axis. For averaging {g\* in , ,.:

t+.:t4gl one woutd rake rhe polar axj.s in rhe ur"";;lu" i i* o 
:
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where ø is Ëhe angle between the direction ,{* of
4

the incident beam and the radiation direction l* o

The pseudo-scalar scattering (¡O) of charged

mesons differs from the scalar result (Zg) in depend,ence on ,.-,,.,,

both energy and direcËion. Since þ" as)"-E-t the pseudo-
,'C t

scalar theory predicts an increase in the scattering

cross-secbion w-ith Íncfease in meson energy, for high meson ,,,,,1

energies. Moreover, the pseudo-scalar scaütering is aniso- """'

tropicr even though there exists a s¡rmmetry aboub the direction ,,,,,'

of the incident meson beam.

The tctal cross-section for charged pseudo-scalar

mesons is

tt '{zl f '-ryL
*l/t./

uTç t 7TÉ2e".;'Í{,#

(¡r )

the ordinary spin motÍon is deterinined from 3.6(3),

&t', u zÅ v { ftueü, {o"i *d (sz) 
,:,

7- Èn 
'L ':- - )-*/ u 

,.t,
Clearly if we take ço = {, Ég for the target nucleon, the 'r'";'

ordinary spÍn will scatter only neutral mesons. The method

for computing the cross-seetions ís by now quite familiar and,

!üe just quote the results:

i"{*xç if ,.4 t7? Y t' rz
{ LåV }- : J ;r Ë4/'' t ár'i -:7 : ì .*4- .\-w&"4"í*) (lZ)
\ dl¿ / " {zøt ttylL"



Averaging over initial spin directions yields

{cfp\. c 4 -tnøo ,sffit^#
'"#t 

j,û I ã ¡6ry* ---t' i)r (ru)

The total cross-section for neutral pseudo-scaLar mesons is

*ßqo t #'Nu
¿F* ßr)

One might compare the results (30)an¿ (gbl . 'f/ühere-

as charged mesons are scattered nost strongly in the forward.

or backward d.irections, the maxi.mum scattering of neutral
mesons occurs in a direction perpendicular to that of the
incident meson beam. The magnitudes of the tobaL cross-
sections (¡f ) and (lSI are roughly comparable, lnle would 1ike
to point out thaü our cl-assical treatment of meson scattering
is by no means comprete, and must be consiáered as a rough

approximation to the true pÍcture. For further discussi.on of
' classical meson scattering by nucreons one might refer to

ïr. Pauli tMeson Theory of Nucrear Forcesr and tI. w. lfad.a,
tscattering of charge sirmmetric pseudoscalar Mêsons by

Nucleonst Phys. Bev. 9Ê,, 5 ¡gj?).

lfe wish to complete this d.iscussion of meson

scattering by setting down the quantr.m mechanical resuLts
and contrasting these with the corresponding classieal re-
surts¡ The following table lists the quantum mechanical

cross-sections for sea]ar theory u¡-ith scalar coupling and
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pseudo-scalar theory with pseudo-vector coupling.

Scattered
Particle

Scalar ( S ) 7C* or tt -

Pseudo-Sca1ar (fV¡ E+ or 7t-

Target
Particle

norp

norp

Differential
Cross SectÍon

at -f,

lffi¿ay
r4.-¿+r:Ê:__

qrczf a ñ,'{o}e

As in classical theory, the preceidi..ng table is
computed for nucleons of infinite mass and for mesons in¡hich

are weakly coupled. to their nucLeon sources. The quanturn

mechanical and classj-cal results differ 1n the scalar theory

only by a multiplicative factor, but disagree in pseudo-scalar

theory on directional depend.ence.

The one definite thing that car: be said experi-
mentally is that the cross-section for, sâfr rc+ts scattered
on hydrogen increases fairly rapidly with the energy of the

incident fiesorr. ït wourd seem, then, that scarar theory is 
"

incapabre of explaining meson nucLeon scattering. Marshak3

is of the opinion that the experimental eviü.ence for meson

scattering favours the pseudo-scalar (PV) theorye,

1.

2.
9. Tfentzel lQuantum Theory of Fieldst po 59, Eq. (9.18)

R. E. lvlarshak rMeson Physicst p. 247, Eq. (3Orbr).
Marshak uses.a different set of units, vuhich we have con-

verted into our or{n. rn addition to differences in choice

for 8 r one notes Marshak has taken *= €. '- t r,

R. E. Marshak tMeson Physicst p. Zt+g.

;:i:l :,:
i'.;': ¡.';1

i:'i.î:r:i

)¡ ì:::+l
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b.5 PhoËomesic Production,

An electromagneti.e photon of sufficient energy when

in collision with a nucreon is capable of prod.ucing flêsomso

1o treat this problem crassj-calry we must alrow the nucleon 
.,.,',

i -spin to possess finite 1¡2-components (see 3,1+). Then

the nucleon wiIr be surrounded by a charged field which we

imagine to contain equal nurabers of positive and negative 
:

mesons. The electromagnetic field will interact with the 
1l

charged meson fierd surround.Íng the nucleon; photons of ,,',,."

energy É*z > rcC may eject mesons froru the charged neson

f ieldr'

Before an electromagnetic field is introduced. bhe

sM nucleon may be clescribed by an ; -spin

T* = T++ (ra )

Tb=YEa (ru)

The charged fierd surround.ing Èhe nucleon satisfies, from

3.b( 2 )
\\ \ .. /-{ n'* É.' ) ñ} LÞ-Tt

It follows

(z)
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The electromagnetíc field incident on the nucleon

is speeified by a vector potential

_>
r¡¡here ü" is a unit veetor in the direction of polari.zation

and. þ' a .
' 

,/{J

The wave equabion for the charged meson field v,ilren

the electronagnetic field is tüurned ont becomes

4 ¿c'V+ i e A: )"p- - +, p* K"** = .âr* 5 (Ð (¡)\ æ ,/ ir L> ;t'
''{la?t.V lvv

Iile attempt to write

-- ó{-'3 +- ú !'
tf t *

(¿*)

(6+

(7)

(8)

..:'r

r^¡here the fierd ø'o is a small perturbation in the meson!*
field produced by a low intensity phobon beam. substituting
from t+..5(31 for p{"i 

"oa 
retaining only tÌrose terrns which

'. l*

are cf first order in the small quantities A , #:'t ,

we get as an a1¡.croximaËe field equation for #-*

{va' t\ {- ðto

{ f ,¡; ! --t YY.&

-Ko) :#.*"'= zie grt** Å"v L-"'
fEt, ç

ttie set
.t"' 

=tf *.P

"k.,-.V
¿L

I rn - *z\ n& - ;g{Sr&e r^st*- t&'z
_ t*l -rt, , yø 

+trâL
-+ fe-ef

7

where

(9a)
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and

/-z'-Lr-tL*)#, = iç3ro/1 g-{e}t€Ì
' E yfrW*

One seeks soluticns for ffi , # which

travelLing outward from the nucleon, !üe

óu = -AÆryLu*-iær {*rÉ'.'g'4f-Flâ.v'{n#n' (rou) 
,, -.'

{+rZl"ÊC ¿ /7-F'/ ft ,'.,',,'.,

with .14"= J nJ- - K' .,tÕ,

,14,ë 
-2'.Ær . Y9-o*

v
(9b)

It is elear # , * r/ü:iLI be undamped traveJ.ling
waves and hence r^rtll represent true radiation only íf &j 2 Ke

This would imply the photon energy must be at least as great

as the rest energy of a meson if photomesie production is
to occllf¡'

1o deduce the energy

production in scalar theory one

values of * , #n for large

expand.ing ühe Greents functions
(rou) in the fashion

represent tdaves

gef

cross-secüion for the phots-

must compute the asy:nptotic

P . These areobtained by

in the integrands of (10a),

7P- .q>
vectors f ,

g-;f{r-x't*off} (11)
rë-a di', ¡i

,'y* f '{ F-> w

whence y is the angle between the

The subsequent integrations, although

,i,:!t ¡:i:.j:i:1-ÌrI:

quite lengthy, are
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are elementary and yield

Å" - Ørr f¿ (d'# )Årr, *-'iþr* ;'¡2t
"ñ= ffi*.ø" 

-fîW.*æ
/le

. ?4=o u" Å* n i,r&f* i aS*
Õ, -3t Ñ C&'it"iffik'D rí'/Ybo 

#æo Ø- y* Affi 
***W- (rzu)

. /y4

where ffi is the angle betv¡een the raciation direction ñ ,

and the direction of the incid.ent photon beam 6 .

As we have seen ia j.t+ &. represents a v¡ave of
f /Å-

positive mesons and ú a wave of negative mesons. rt istb --a

puzzling that both 7t*'5 and Æ-5 should be produced by a
'collision of photons w:ith the nucLeon l+.5 (I ). ff Tzo Þ t ,
the nucleon is presumably a proton and one would expect only
positive mesons to be torn loose from the charged. field
surrounding the nucleon. On the other hand. if Ea*4ù ,

the nucleon is a neutron and one expects only negative mesons

to be produced in the photon-nucleon col_lision.

The total perturbation in the meson field is then rr,':,,,;,,'..i..,t

#"= #**#* (r¡ )

rì::l :: .;'. : r l

gne f inds, in fact, that quantum theory permits 
i,i,...,,,::.::::::

only f|t n 5 to be produced in a photon*proton collision and i;i'..ril.

only 7E- '5 in a photon-neutron corlision, in agreement w-ith

experi-ment, Our classical theory, howeveri¡ attributes to the
nucleon b.5 jt) and its associated charged fierd l+.5(gl a zero
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charge density coupled with a non-zero energy density. Hence

one concludes an arbiËrary region of the field 4.5(II con-

tains equal numbers of rt* oS and f{- S & It is not then

surprising that the interactlon of the electromagnetic field
w:ith the meson field b.5(gl should produce both types of

charged $êsons¡

The energy cross-section for the scalar photor

mesic reaction is evaluated by first computing the energy

flux in the field C){')r+

and the energy flux

(t\*E.Fd -

field

ldr-z. 3 &\€E ,t z
S/

This cross-section would

photon-proton collision.

fw* f" (12)

.1 -- zl ß * \' # ¡*3,o) /ú*'ã ,':Å, *rw¡'
v !æ í _; /_ _=+--*-

øtr*( i Y' P+ {-o^Wt''* û}*

in the electromagnetÍc
4 r"*È
tp qW

Whence ühe energy cross
ffreç

section is

,a{p\
.Tz / = æËffiu' t4+ uZt,ft'{,* }

8ø Ê"c *s P+ [,-y6r*û]'

Finally, averaging over all possible polari.zabion

states for the electromagnetic field, one gets

s?iyu*
niæ fr'ff Ð &{
be obtained

øwu#
ñ , 't3
.i ¡-f"1co{wtÇf
for a photon-neutron or

(u)

(r¡ )

(ro¡
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The pseudo-scalar photon-nucleon coll-ision resu.l-Ès

in both neutral and charged mesons. For, in addition to the

direct interaetion between phoLons and the charged cloud

surcounding the nucleon, one must consider the effect of the

electromagnetic field on the ordina.ry spin of the nucleon.

With this labter spin we have associateá an intrinsie magneti.c

mornent, cFpable of being set in motion by an impinging

electromagnetic fie1d.

IRIe can take for the eLectromagnetic field incident l'.f ''';;''...t

on the nucleon, a magnetic intensíty
ân' rz 'ëb

*9
tÆ being a unit vector.

The equation of motion for the ordinary spin is
from 3.6(t+)

'-.-- -..:.,_..:.: .l

rohere

VJriting

t-) d .+ñf= zN ß xp
r{* *vvu þU

= ìF r -þ.,!"e: ¿ÃtLe&
' / r'+

2fr{L

(rç )

(2a)
*-+
¡?)
"t

.*9 
=:?a,þÞ4tz&

'.1 - wã /

:è
wlrere '.e is a small perturbation produced by the electro-
magnetic fieldr üre can approximate (I9) by
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,eÈ * -*, ,..-àW z4P l$roso\ s ,æ ø ,sn&)5'øtusi Qt)
#¿Ê*ñ

The nagnetic intensity is evaluated ab the position of the

nucLeon.

We would get

4F'= zlnB (8.ã):*,^t, m
The meson field radiated by (ZZI is determined from

' //az *z"y¿**J.!t - 
- '+ ri'-Ð'i t^!^*rc-),¡-x-" z. -# Znq,V e',y j

t{

and is

(.ZZI l",r'ì

(zg)

go, = zjÊÊs.e.:W"ã ),V tslsiË) 
et+)qEK,{æ y

If we take Tn = l* L7 , then the ordinary spin will give

rise only to neutral photo-mesons. The energy cross-section

for the reaction will be

ffu\. = {r}&3 t#Æ }.Ld" 4'ËF ]u,r) , ,'
- J: l.,dä, z qfrteÐl W,% .,,,,,

Averaging over aII initial spin directions % and all
polarization states G one gets

try\'-
i,_et¿lrùrfø ¿\ fø/,{z¿s6-&)/ ã-

The reason for retaining q" in the above expression (rn'e

generally set to'= f ) will becorne apparent when we compare the
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result in (26) with the corresponding quantum mechanical

calcuÌatíon.

The pseudo-scalar theory for charged

production is aLmost identicaL r¡¡:ith the scalar
Hence !^re simply quote the result in terms of an

cross-section

photomesic

computation.

energy

{dw\ z
L&e, jt ",5,d Ír¿á.'c Æ"*>

(zz)

(zga)

(zga)

Quantum mechanically one finds that only f{r'å can

be produced in a photon-proton collision, only W''S in a

photon-neutron collision. I{oreover the cross-sections for
these two reactions are equal. TrIe ha.ve listed these cross-
sections belowt for scal-ar theory wibh scalar couplíng and

pseudo-scalar theory with pseudo-vector couplingl.

(scalar) ldtt 1 " -s'q'rot sn_.*e_
\4,t- "/ urÉzc*tfr+ fi-,fpc< a]'

(Pseudo-scalar) iggt'1 = çy',4 {,_ ¡*-r+z**g }*6.t 's6¿'çê*;L ffi-y*,a>..i
rn the pseudoscalar case one also finds in quanturn

theory that neutral mesons are produced in either the photon-

proton or photon-neutron collisions. The cross-sections for
the twc collisions are similar and are giver by2

1. R,. E.

2. R. E.

Mar"shak rivieson

Marshak (Meson

13, eqnq, (zo), (Al)

18, eqn. (28).

Physics I

Physics t

p.

pr
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(¡o)

Our results wouLd agree with the quantum theory

results if ,¡¡e ignored. the factor f6rr l* , in (L7) , (26) ,

and (Z7I , while taking W'=3 Ín (Zø) and. (ZZ). fn quantum
--Ðmechanics tg is an operator possessing the constant

square #'. z . rn addition îî¡6tn cou:Ld be looked-vO

on as a matrix element to be evaluated. between Èhe initial
and final states of the reaction being consideredr'

Marshak has deduced the cross-sections (I7), (Zt6¡ ,

(ZZ) elassically; his results agree with ours only in the

case of the neutral meson production. For the charged

cross-secti-ons his values differ from ours by a factor of 2.

lhis discrepancy arises because he has taken a complex

representation for the electromagnetic field without accounting

for t'his at a later stage. It would seem that he obtains

(say in scalar theory) a perturbed meson field proportional
gÇfeY'L{42t , wttereas he should have this field pro-

Å,,tportional'to &Æ,'
w

4.6 ConparÍson of Meson Theory with Experinentr

One might ask which of the four possible formulations â

scalar¡ psêudo-scalar, vector, pseudo-vector - yields the

best description of the rf-mesono' By tbestr we of course

I @"\, r
'\úf i z
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mean a description in closest agreement hrith nature.

Hence we must appeal to physical experience before deciding

in f avour of one or other of the for,r theories.

One point which we have avoided in this work is the ,,,
question of meson spin. The spin of the ft -meson is,
indeedr one of the crucial criteria to be used. in deöermining

the nature of the meson field. For one flnds, in crude terms, ;_;*,
a ..that the higher is the numerical- value assigned to the meson ',',

spin, the greater is the complexity of the meson field,. ¡,,,',

Thus a spin 0 is associated with a scarar or pseudo-scalar

formulation, while a spin 1 is associated with a vector or

pseudo -veetor formulation.

As R. E. Marshakl points out, experirnents per-
formed by Clark et aI at Rochester2 and Durbin et al at
colunrbia3 establish beyond doubt that Ëhe spin of the charged

tr -meson i.s 0. Iv-larshak states further that related. experi-
ments with the neutral meson suggest this meson possesses

spin 0 as well.

ïIe then consider the results of sections l¡.2 to
l+.5, assumÍng the ø -meson is either scalar or pseudo*

scalar. The discussion of nuclear forces in lç.'z seemed to
l.,ia.-

1.' R. E. Marshak, lMeson Physicst

2.' Clark, Roberts, and. Wilson, Phys. Rev. $2: 6+g (fg¡f )

3. Durbin, ï.oar, Steibberger, phys. Rev. {¿: 6+0 (195f ).
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favour the pseudo-scalar field. The s1-mmetric scalar theory

denied tlie possÍbIe existence of the deuteron, while any

scalar theory was too simple to allow for a finite electric
quadrupole moment for the deuteron. 0n the surface, the 

:::.i:::ì,:,:::

pseudo-scalar theory of nucl-ear forces permitted the existence ::r: : 1::'

of a bound state for the neutron-proton system, and predicted

the correct sr€n for the neutron-proton quadrupole moment.

Actually the strong singularity exkribited by the pseudo-scalar ':i.l¡r:r'.,t.,'. : .:.

potential r+.2(z) at tz=t makes it impossible to use this 
1,;,,,,,..1,..,,,.,,

potential for a direct analysis of the n-p system (using a

Schrödinger equation, say.) Bethel suggested a fcutting offtç
of t^ at sr¿all values. However, this procedure would seem

to be unsatisfactory since it is non-re1ativistic2..

T,fe have previously stated in 4.3 that the experi-

mental results for meson p,roduction in nucleon-nucleon col-lisions
favour the pseudo-scalar theory (with pseudo-vector coupling)

over the scalar üheory. Briefly, this followed from the
: ¡ .:.:i:i : -.

actual observation of 7(* -mesons in proton-proton col-lisions G =t¡i,.,..i ,i,.,.

the scalar theory (quantum mechanically) predicbs no meson -tt,.,,i,-,.

production in such a collision while the pseudo-scalar theory

IrJ H. A. Bethe, Phys. Rev. L7, 260, igo (r9¿*o).

}sa In effecÈ one is attributing a finite size and structure
to the elementary particLes, the proton and neutron,

without explanation. The sj-ze and structure nrould not

then be relativistically covariant.
::ilÌr,l.].,4'.1:-:i
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yieldo a finite ¡¡r productÍon.

the results of charged meson scattering by nucleons

pointed towards a pseudo-scalar theory. The scalar theory

scattering cross-seetÍon decreased v¡ith an increase in the

energy of the incident meson, the pseudo-scalar cross-

section i-ncreased wlth energy, r,r-hile experimentally the cross-

section increaseÈ vt'ith on€fglo

Finally' in photomesie productÍon one notes neutral

mesons can result from a pseudo-scalar col-lÍsion of photon and

nucleon, but not from a scalar collÍsion. The appearance of
rÇÐ -mesons in such eollisions have been observed by more

than one experimenter.l

On the basis of present experimental evid.ence, Ín-
complete as :i.t may be, one would surely concl-ude that the

7T *êsorr field i.s pseudo-sca]-ar. However,, even the pseud.o-

scalar field (w:itfr pseudo-veetor coupling) is unable to give

more than qualitative agreement with experimentr' Aside from

this quantitative disagreement with practice, there are

many outstanding difficulties in meson theory (such as the

poorly behaved nucLear potentials) v¡l:ich make it impossible to

obtain an entireiy consisbent theory. It is hoped, neverthe-

less, that the present ilreson theory of huclear forces vrill
point out a path aì-ong which l''re may proeeed to a correct theory.

1. ê.go, Silverman and Stearns (at Cornell), Phys. Rev. $J z

853 (,L95t).
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5. APPENDICES.

5.I Appendix A.

I¡,ie have used. special reLativity as a guide in the 
:,

selecti-on of source terms for the various meson fielcls. In
this appendix r^re would like to elaborate on the specific
choices for these source terms.

;'ttl
The central concept of special relativity is the 

,r,,,:covariance of the l-aws of physics in transformations between .. .,

frames of reference in uniform reLative motion. suppose we

consider two such frames . t , F ' in which position and.

time are specified by

/\
l-Y, , tLz.r xg r xr " t,et ) (fa)

and

(oí,xí rxí , nqn,ic.*'\
(lb )

respectively.

It may be shown thaü the transition F* F' is
accomplished through use of the Lorentz transformation

ì
equations*

þl= (x,-i"tT4rv+\ -p

x^' = Xz

X=l = k-:,?

.. t I . 4X,t'' (æ-¿f,r.",1 ç.ufÕ

Q)

1. see for example H. G. Gordstein iclassical Mechanicsr or
P. G. Bergmann trntroducüion to the theory of Relativity. t
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where

The form of the set (Z) implies that
axes of F and F' are parallel, tha.t

f ¡ travels along the positi-ve 1-axis of F
:'¡f , and finally that the origins of F , F
coincident at the time t= * r,

F,{*ffi

we have guarant,eed the cova-riance of the meson field
theory by vrriting the equations for the fleld in tensor form.,

ïr'e have stated that the various coupling terms possessed

certain tensor üransformation properties. rn scalar theory
hre showed an appropriate generalization of the nuclear density

fFJ , vras the l+-current magnitud.e {-¿-**"
where

rÃ = {p#, i,üP}

That ,6 is a þ-vector, and. henee its magnitude

we deduce from the continuity equation
' Øs^fp = o

(t)

a d.-scalar,

I (a)

the spatial
the origin of

v,rith speed

are

We simply note the l¡-gradient 4Ð transforms l-ike â &-vector
and apply the well known tensor prod.uct ru1e2.,

I. llue abide by the Einstein summati.on conventi-on, rrrhereby â re-
peated index is summed. Greek ind,ices take on values 1 to j: ::: :-!:!:tj

4, Latin indices values 1 to 3.

2. For our purposes this rule ma-y be stated in the follou:ing 
:

manner. If the set of quantities Afpl ( ç = ou z, 3r f ) are
def ined for all- frames, and combine with an arbitrâry [-vector$o i . .:

so as to rend.er ,4f*38e a L-scalar¡ then this set Å{uS l

forms a l¡.-vector,
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The choice ma.de in 2,2 for Ehe pseudo-vector

couÈing in the pseudo-scalar theory will be valid provided

we assign definite transformatlon properties to the ordinary
spin. lllith a single nucleon in its rest frarne, we associaÈe 

,,,,

a densÍt'y P and. arr ordina-ry spin i € . we ask that, the "',/b
pseudo-vector coupling in the rest frame be

¡'O ¿ 4\ ; f n re.t ,,r\*P -fo"o )u / (s) 
,;.:,:;.,

An arbitrary lab frame may be taken as one moving relative
to the nucLeon rest frarne with velocity -?f in ühe direcüion
of their common I-axè's. rhe pseudo-'uector coupling in the

1ab fra¡ie will elearly have the form

5,r = {æñ,5*'\
/'" * '! ' 6 ./

I Moreover, from (¿) we must have

(6)

5, = p*ff*r 
É

5å= ñ"4,

sq " oF*ry,ry"&

Since qF is the l¡-component of the curcent vector t,
it follows

nb) "'.-',,,t,

0a)

(7cI

0al

"P=,p* F
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Ìñlhence hre get

ry= &,

ft-,e iltvz - va.z {â,¡
frv - {Y ,.J"ã- "c7!r

í

whiLe

5^ = ¿t?i {P
n ,j /¿ut

fn three diniensi-onal vector forût

J\

tr, = Q" ,,

the eo,uations are

(8a )

(8¡ )

(8c )

( 8¿)

( 9a)

(eb)-+/) -t
lu ua!
I

where
*+
{&)
r"/"t

of the

theory.

5q= ,P*g (9c)
G

&,, is the componenÈ of Ñ parallel to ¿rt ,

the component perpendicuLar to # .

rt is arso possible to demonstrate the consistency
choice of the tensor coupling in the vector meson

rn 2.3 (r¡) we took this ooupling to be specified by

.*+
f1

( 10a)
-+\* Ðt't \

r-- ¿
fft -\rÞs -/t"

p= .:t *+
ffix2-l
t *w*¿z

grp (10b)
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vrrhere

þur*=- [f ,F]
(1r )

i.s a second rank Lorentz tun"or.l

ïf one examj-nes the lr.1-"flrmation,equations ( z ) " "

one couldshow that the sel {N'",F0'} in Frù is related
{:-Jr¿; -)rr, r f {",to the set ,_H \ i) {' j in i oy

. ..,.: ,

'f -- r'
.:. .:,: ' j4 /z) *2 di) :l"f -'- dli lo?fþil (tza) .,,,.

-lb.t tffr* .¡ffn,îur\, '"'"
lI: -- , r"rt ú"r uj,/\t ,7s,Fã Õ (rzu)

:*) ,¡ -=-2 ;t¡
-;ar :: _ (Ize)ft o, = t'"', r¿c I

f ¿') t ?,,v 4 ;Ìtt \ ,

/t = '-n" rlt'tKt7 'Tl (12d)

-, ñ_ø) ,-{Ivûrere {L is the velociüy of þ ' relative to i .

!úe fix on Fí'j." th" rest frame of the nucreon and
nz)^-tëf"-as an arbitrary lab frame. Then 7.i'= -æ' is the

velocity of the nucl-eon as observed, in the lab frame. lfe would

wish to have in the rest frame

ñnu = Wn'zçp,æ
-+, , -Ð
P(o)= P d) 

= b

(13a )

ì .i ,:¡:.:ì:j:
' ''i;:¡l:::: j

(f ¡U ) i:'r:':r'iì¡t

1. lfe ask that þ*u be antisymmetric in its two indices,
i-e . þ*, =- Èufr . Then clearly ñøu has only six

independent components and we seü:
þ,r= Nø , þ,ry= *4o , þ*ry-- Ff,

Þ,4= ';f3' ,'þuE= -t"'F' , 'þrya'-uPg
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Vühence it would fcllow
*ó
4{pJt -/ t-

Ê
In terms of the momentum-energy [-vecüor it is pos-

sibl-e to deduce the energy threshold for meson production in,
sây, a nucleon-nucleon coll-ision; i.ê. the minimurn energy the

nucleon pair must possess before any nesons can appear in the

collision. If in the col-lision one nucl-eon is indÍdent on ânr-

other at rest, the energy available for meson production is not

the excess of the energy of the incident nucleon over its rest
rrass. Rather it is the sum of sif,ch excesses for both nucleons,

v4lhen these excesses are computed in the centre of mass sysüemr

The kinetic energy associated with the motion of the centre of
mass of the two-nucleon systen cannot eontribute to meson pro-

ducti-on, since this energy will remain constant during a

collision involvÍng only internaL forces in the system.

In the Iab frame the incident nucleon rît and

target nucLeon wL possess momentum energy {F,r€} ,na{ür;&*}
respectivelyl. We ignore the proton-neutron mass difference,

rf.',:'1.:'i,:::'.:-: -,::l'
: ' ;. :-'.' :'.'-:

1. The momentum-energy

o.uantities *,
/r'

-+¡ùrere VJ is
related by

pÇ@2"

tV rzæ
{;- rJi¿

the nucleon velocity. ClearJ-V ñ
..-,* ..2 ¿z ,/'t \ ^ r-" Ã,{4-z*! € f.> P Í"1 a'tti{

"*l- r'

we refer to are the relativistic

Å'4 #
t' Êt tt

-;:;. ri:

areand €
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taking Ì4 as a coÍlmon nucleon mass, Since the centre of
mass frame moves v¡ith uniform velocity with respeet to the lab

frame r¡re may perforrn a Lorentz transformation between the
*-+ -->frames to obtain {,/r,,8,¿,} and {þrrtÊr} as the momentum-energy
' "z c-

of W, and yîz respectively. The centre of mass frame

is in fact defined by

FT-ln=-Ð-P, =-/" (r¡)

Now the momentum-energy of each particle is a 4.-vector and

hence the total momentum-energy of the system is also a

A,-vector. The magnitude of ühis latter þ-vector is the same.

in the lab and centre of mass framesi hence we get

I E,rE \- - çp]"Ëf=iË * Mr)'*F' (16)
\='-t 

\q-' r I

In addiËion v'¡e have
.,'- oZ -+¿ -z
tt\ = ¡,> *i"Å:n

, // / t
t ¿ -n-./

whence it follows

,8, *t.\= = z N8,,.? zÉ4-û- (,rTI
\{;r'

The energy avail¿.ble for meson prod.uction is seen to be

(f, n tr')* ¿.Mt-= ¡ {e*îEr'nr&6|' - 7 fdL" (18) 
,,

The threshold energy f = Er is obtained v¡hen a single meson

appears w'ith zero momentum¡ i-.ê. when the right side of (1S)

is equated to the rest energy of the fiêsono
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One finds
\,

E, " ?îrc_f'_-r rffi) nF;-'
(le)

where W{ is the meson rest mass.

rn a similar fashion onemay compute the threshold
photon energy for l single meson prod.uction in a photon-nucleon

colLisÍon. One finds this threshold photon energy to be

t4 = hnd'{, * g j
zs4

:i):. t: J:r:;-a-j:):r:jì:i.,- i.i:Ì.: : j.) :-:..::.¡ì

(zo)

+i:

iìa'

lüe had deduced in 4.5 that the threshold photon energy for
collision with a nucleon of infinite mass was frd*= w6L
in agreement with (eO),

Finally we would like to consider the question of
spherÍ.cal porar co-ordinates in a þ-dimensional Eucl-idean

space w:lth reference to the discussion in 4 .L.7 rf we look
on l,orentz space-time as a Euclidean space uie may seü up the
polar co-ordinates {, g, , tu o * defined by

The ranges for the co-latiüude angles On n #" ai.e : .

t to fr , that for the azimuth/is o Eo zW . An

element of volume in the 4-space :." gi.o"r, Uy

1,. Kswû,áyæ,#-ct*þ x¿= K_6*¡.gur4grr*þ (zta) ,'

x 
å * K.* *g, d-,?4 #z {+ Ñ. t*û, (zro)

1. See J. A. Stratton tElectromagnetic Theory. t
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-t;-- ,.t ¡i t t l'3,.,' "'. /1.d'ry = lN,Åt.,C*zCFy. /J-"*;'E*'ø-ffyd/(æ,,*þpr f (zz\

It follows that an el-ement of surface area for a hypersphere

of radius Ñ, is

#5, : K,9ç*=g, si,øv¿ &&, #4 tt,f,

and hence an element of solid angle by

d þr ' çr-]g *ùN.&.u d#, dg*dø

Fina1ly, the toËal solid angle subtended by a hypersphere

(zs)

Q+)

at
its centre is tlî rFî rZFllfo, | '- t' t' , 5w'#, {o**úñ,d*,#þ

cir "â {þ ot

(zs)o€./¡u= 2.Ez
{J

i:it::x:atsl
..ìjìj:ì: t:
ì. ì..::
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5.2 appendix B. tagrange FormuLation of Meson Field Theory.

An alternative. and perhaps more sophisticated
fashion of obtaining the ïrave equations for the meson fiel-d
is through use of a variational principle. One defines a

obtain the field equatÍons by demanding that

5,{ ,{ rÉd= {J

{ry ,. . - ,,:the integration is over an arbitrary region Vf in Lorentz .t,'.i-,.',,",

space time. rn order to explain the nature of the variation
implied by the ã -synbol we consider. a general fieLd
defined by a set of functions fp : W *3 , We suppose

=,{ { *o, e* 'þr r*n}

Lagrangian density Æ for the meson fierd and attempts üo

ð,. -- ðlrtu - 
-." Õ&æo

(1)

Q)

where

Then the variation in (l) is hrith regard to the P" . The

variations Ñ#Ð .are üo be arbitrary exeept on the surfaee

S* of Vf , where we set

l+-= e (l)/p

ivloreover the position-time co-ordj-nates Xf are to be

treated as constant parameters in the variations

r- (/+)
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It follows the 5 -synbol commutes with all space-time

operati-ons, and (1) may be v¡ritten

,: å&úq aÇ (s't
v#

Now

{kj,-

aÇr¿

&J¿d

<_J L¿,¡" a

-.e ã+, = .9ó b iÐ,-/- u*f -?,{ .5,'i.iD** tt n * *6*7ej_^_)e, 
\"p.,/-- -*:**-:- I ¿v

One nobes the second tenn in the last lÍne "f:íifry;
d-divergenee and yields on integration

/" Ê'- ^r

-,1 åN l .qÃ - 5 #_]aun= f *n ÊÁ;- ri f * zs,ovr *u _rp*u ) o * _i 
!. a,a*fuuT F

v¡trere nfÁ. is a unit, vector normal to 5,1

on ìç <^,<\i; -.)*'rÐ - "

hence

çf -u6- - ã*v !:-¡ 
- 

zi \
¿) t- v/w Yrz )

<: .4-ü \4-//y
-r d'¿_

(6)

. However,

0)

(8)

. :,. :r .:

(5) is
Í'r
,fL

v.9

V*

equivalent to
nf' I t q TÜ& z n* ' q4-* \ f¡-m r'ltY -- r-¡F.¿ / ' ":7{ rÇz Jl' Yç LrL u4 * \r
0 Y4¡ 'u**p {p}

ö{uy#*\
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since {'¡" is arbitrary the integrand in (S) must vanish, and

then si-nce * rfw is arbitrary in W we are led bo

Øe- -r¿' 37N'#*,!z$ O)
øØt o- #{ey$p}"Í

for all time and posítion.

The equation (9) constitutes an Euler-Lagrange

equation for the field W" i there is one such equation
for each of the components ,ó- .

llle may obtain a ccntinuity equation for the energy

in the field simply by computing

W = .q4 W* * ë ä '*øØ*\ "/-æ4"ì (ro¡
Øt Ø*e þt æ{ð¡o É} t¿ r " 'f t ðt Å*¿ ,u*#*

where the term;'"%\- ã Å^ is the time rate of change of
d ,o*p,rt"T'^(u: UT.Î.jX posirion ror consranr #- anda¡,,*u .

Proper manipulation of (I0) together with a use of
the field eo,uations (g) yields

4 r 4* 39" - "- ? t ðai-Ëd: #.7=-/å{1ãë u.:#rJñ -J ' -** aEãþ*X-*-l = * 'q,unpolnt¡

(summation on h is from 1 to 3).
T¡Ie interpret

H= M, -þ *-*:
ð(N,'3 æat

as an energy density for the field, rrhile

a: :.:..!. ...i

(tz)
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5-^: *iå* re- , &"tozry/< ã: Bfu þ*, tt
is the energy fl-ux for the fiel-d. The source term for
field. energy is

(rs)

_¡dJ{ X:3 ,t^ ì .?r

'W/f'þtofeYP
lde note relativlstic invariance for our field theory

fis ob'cained bi demanding 04,, be a &-scalar. then because

the r¡clume element
&*, , &n, dp * d rr dx.¡

is also an invarlantlt the equation (1) is an invariant
equation.

For the scalar meson field one sets

{"= {** Æ' (r¿r )

Iwhere 4' ís a source free Lagrangian density which yields
bhe meson field equaùions in the absence of nucLear matter;

f,wirile Å i.s an interacbion Lagrangian density representing Í:::::::::::

,'.:1, .,...t,the effect of nuclear soì.lrcgso ii,.r,.1,

1. Actua]]-y the volume element {uU is a scalar density¡ i.er
;: â pseudo-scalar" under refl-ection of an odd number of the 

,..,,.,,.

co-ordinates Kr r*, ,{þnX+ the volume element changes in
sign. However, it is cl-ear r,rhether v\re equate

r'5"{n*&døu or * 6.'*04 dzrr

to ze". is immaterÍaf 
i':..l.'tt'':
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One can take for a neutral- scalar fiel-d

{&u (r¡ )

(16)

evidently Å** is a Lorentz invariant. -llle nright Íncl-ude

in {' a scalar coupling proportionaL to & and a
¡

vector coupling pro'oortional to df¿P ; this latter is,
however, ignored for reasons indicated in 2.L. i{e then geü

rl J.{, by inultiplying ? by an appropriate 4-scalar
characterising the nuclear sources. Such a scalar is Ftr
and we might have

Æ'* -g?tr ffi

where # is a eoupling constant.

There is no trouble in seeing that (f5), (16), 
,

coupled wj-th (9) yield the scalar meson hiave ec,uation 2.I(L6),

Also the energy flux which vre used in 2.L Eo deduce

the energy continuity equation for the scalar fieLd is ,,,,

ded.ueed from ,],'

ç' ail ,,& - ^ *¡u eu & ''""'
a,ÉL e --+* 7- ã -'{ *ur,u"

Dhø6\ ê s

i.g. ¡ 
'vi *

*åa . 
'. : :,b z * '{f \/ W (tz) ,,,-

For the symmetric scalar field one treats æ (€=;,a,ß3
,&

as independent fieLd functions and takes



= - #*', È,4') -yt@g,upt") 
=7pF 

{ t ,É} (1s)

ft is possible to proceed in an identical fashion

for the pseudo-scalar and vector meson fields. 'vde simply

quote the lagrangian densities for the s¡¡mmetrized versions

of these fields:
Pseudo-scalar (pseudo-vector coupling)

4t¿P- -ln" { #, *3 - 4.{æp#,** þ} (19a)

(19b)
n!& , -* sn^ JË,ry*-þ)

ñ

with 5,n ã- { n,-* , ç #æ,æ \l* =J-' " J 
='d.

Vector (vector and tensor counling)

{* = 
*tu *'{*urfr* i - 5 {ar"þ**%"Ê¡"rrpØ*-u.#*\ (zoa)

&' -* *ffirfr{#*r, } * p*r{g,ar#e\ (zo¡¡ ,0,,1:,;.;,,,,,

v¡here

and

The interaction densities (16), (f9U) , (eOU) rn'ere

actually sel-ected using the Dirac particle as a model of the

nucleon. For example, the classical :i'nteraction Lagrangian

r
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density (f6) for the scalar meson field was patterned after
the corresponding kuantum Mechanical ÍnteractÍon density

{þ,0o.' *g tY. e Y"} et)

where Y and its rconrplex conjugatet P* are Diracl
vrrave functions forthe nucl-eon and P is the usr¡.al Dirac

opeeator. Boughly speaking one would say -f* Y passes

over, in the elassical limit, into a nuclear particle density;
whil-e tr soes over into {4-

the Lagrangian density a term proportional to
term equivalent to the pseudo-vector coupling.

Itie would rike to point out that the classical limit
of the Quantum Mechanical pseudo-scalar ccupling in the

pseudo-scalar theory is in a first order of approximati.on 1 zaîo,-

In further orders the pseudo-scal-ar coupling introduces into
-f- â-
Y anda

1. For discussion of D!¡¿s l¡Iave equation, see for example:

t.Ðrinciples of Quantum Mechanicst - P.A.M. Dirac , 3rd

edition - Oxford University Press , 19t+7.

rQuantum Mechanicst - L. I. Schiff , McGraw Hil-1 , L9l+9.

For explicit expressions for possible coupling terms,

see fMeson Physicst, R. E. Marshak - I¡lcGraw Hill , L952,

.: i,
..:1lr'.f:j::rì:Ì
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Relat ivity z

(1) J. A. Stratton, tElectromagnetic Theoryr - McGraw HilI (1941)

Contains a lucid ireatment of the l¡-dimensional

integration of the electromagnetic $rave equations.

?{e have patterned the discussi_on in þ.1 after
strattonts treatment - the method is apparently due

to Sommerfeld. This book maÏ also be used to pro-
vide the background in electromagnetic theory

required for the present h¡ork on meson field theory.
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